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EXPLANATION OF WORK CARRIED OUT

This document covers the activities carried on during the first period of the Hercules project,
namely from month 1 to month 18.
1.1.

Objectives

New applications are being proposed integrating more and more functionalities in the objects
commonly used for our daily activities, imposing several additional requirements to embedded
systems designers: higher computing workloads, reduced power consumption, higher criticality
and quicker interaction with the environment. Up to now, a temporary solution to guarantee
safety-critical requirements has been the over-provisioning of HW resources to computationally
intensive applications, while scheduling safety critical activities to dedicated cores. Unfortunately,
this solution determined a significant increase in the overall power consumption, size and cost of
the prototype platforms for next-generation real-time applications. The advent of commercial-ofthe-shelf (COTS) heterogeneous many-core platforms is opening a series of opportunities in the
embedded computing market. Integrating multiple computing elements running at smaller
frequencies allows obtaining impressive performance capabilities at a reduced power
consumption. Hercules aims at providing an integrated framework spanning the different layers of
the architectural stack, from COTS platform selection to the specification of clean programming
interfaces, including the implementation of efficient and predictable co-scheduling algorithms on
open source RTOS and lightweight runtimes. The proposed approach will not be domain specific,
but it will be applicable to a wide range of applications exposing real-time requirements. The
validation of the approach targets an order-of-magnitude improvement in the energy efficiency
and cost of next generation real-time systems. The improvement over the state-of-the-art
scheduling techniques will be demonstrated applying Hercules framework to two innovative
industrial applications from different domains: a valet parking application for autonomous driving
and a visual recognition and object tracking for the avionic domain.
The three main ambitious main goals of the project are:
1. Demonstrate and implement the first industrial-grade framework to provide real-time
guarantees on top of cutting-edge heterogeneous COTS platforms for the embedded
domain.
2. Obtain an order-of-magnitude improvement in the energy efficiency and cost of next
generation real-time systems.
3. Provide a homogeneous programming interface to simplify the development of future
real-time application on top of heterogeneous COTS platforms.
These ambitious goals will be achieved through a multi-layer optimization involving different
levels of the architectural stack, according to the following verifiable objectives:
O1. Identify, characterize and select the m ost suitable heterogeneous CO TS
platform s to achieve predictable performance with a high-power efficiency, a reduced and
sustainable cost, and a clear roadmap for allowing medium-to-long term industrial
exploitation. The selection will be driven by important platform-related parameters like
performance/cost, power consumption, programmability and predictability.
• This objective will be verified comparing the architectural costs of Hercules use cases with
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the current prototypes, including the costs for hardware platform, power consumption,
batteries and power sources. Other verification parameters will be (i) market availability
and roadmap of the selected platforms at the end of the project; (ii) source code
availability of platform-related runtimes and toolkits; and (iii) technical support received
during the project.
O2. Provide a clean program m ing interface to virtualize the heterogeneous
com puting and m em ory resources of the selected platform s, simplifying the
development and deployment of parallel real-time applications on top of modern
heterogeneous multi-core SoCs by means of simple parallel programming models.
• This objective will be verified by the effort and time required to parallelize Hercules use
case applications, as well as by the degree of parallelism achieved in their parallelization.
O3. Im plem ent an integrated RTOS and runtim e execution support that
seam lessly m anages the available com puting and m em ory resources in an
efficient and predictable way, hiding the programming complexity of the heterogeneous
platform under a simple programming interface. The runtime support will enforce predictable
execution models that have been recently proposed in the real-time literature to reduce the
worst-case execution times of real-time tasks, simplifying the timing analysis.
• This objective will be verified by comparing the difference between the worst-case
execution times of tasks executing with and without the adopted execution model.
Another verification parameter will be the difference between measured and analytical
WCET estimations, in order to evaluate the tightness of the timing analysis associated to
each execution model.
O4. Develop sm art real-tim e co-scheduling algorithm s to predictably m anage the
access to com puting elem ents and shared m em ory resources. As the number of
computing cores integrated on a single chip increases, a coordinated scheduling of
computing and memory resources is key to obtain high performance, avoiding memory
bottlenecks that may cause a serialization of the parallel computing activities. Memory
scheduling is also key to avoid unpredictable contentions to shared resources, lending the
system to a tighter schedulability analysis. Finally, minimizing data movements and cache
misses will allow decreasing dynamic power consumption.
• This objective will be verified by comparing the worst-case response times (WCRT) of sets
of real-time tasks scheduled with and without the devised co-scheduling algorithms. Also,
for Hercules use cases, the amount of processing resources and energy that can be saved
with the adopted scheduling model will be properly measured and profiled.
O5. Im plem ent lightweight runtim es to efficiently and predictably exploit acceleration
devices with a minimum offloading overhead, allowing a prompt communication between
host and accelerators within the tight deadlines specified by periodic real-time activities.
• This objective will be verified by comparing the overhead and timeliness of the offloading
routines developed in the project with the general-purpose versions available for the
selected platforms.
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O6. Port an autonom ous driving system for the autom otive domain to the
Hercules framework to significantly decrease the architectural cost of the existing
prototype provided by MM, without degrading application performance.
• This objective will be verified by evaluating the cost savings obtained in the prototype
before and after the adoption of Hercules framework, with identical application
functionalities.
O7. Enhance a visual recognition system for the avionic dom ain to increase the
functionalities provided by the existing prototype provided by AB, without increasing the
architectural cost.
• This objective will be verified by comparing the prototype functionalities before and after
the adoption of Hercules framework, with a comparable hardware cost.
O8. Contribute to Open Source software. The programming layer, execution support,
co-scheduling algorithms and runtimes will be made publicly available under an Open Source
license at the end of the Hercules project.
• This objective will be verified monitoring the Open Source strategy plan together with the
project results availability.
O9. Prom ote the adoption of Hercules fram ework to key European industrial
players with relation to providers of next-generation real-time applications in the automotive,
avionic and industrial automation domains.
• This objective will be verified by the number of companies showing interest to the
framework, considering its adoption, entering Hercules Industrial Advisory Board, etc.
Also, it can be verified by the number of exploitation and industrial dissemination events
organized by partners of the consortium, and the related industrial attendance.
In the remainder of this document, we will show the progress made during the first twelve months
of the project towards achieving the above objectives and goals.

1.2.

Progress m ade towards the objectives

According to the planned workflow, the first six months of the project (M1-M6) were particularly
related to the identification of applications, hardware architecture, and programming model.
These activities have a special relevance for objectives O1, O2, O6 and O7. The next 12 months
(M7-M18) were dedicated to follow-up activities related to the development of a predictable
operating system support, resource management, compiler support and runtime, with a clear
impact also on objectives O3, O4, O5, O8 and O9.
In this section, we will summarize how the performed activities allowed progressing the state of
the art towards these objectives.
1.2.1

Objective O 1

With relation to Objective O1 (Identify, characterize and select the m ost suitable
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heterogeneous COTS platform s), the consortium successfully selected two COTS
architectures that can support the requirements of the Hercules framework according to:
• High performance with support to parallel computing;
• Reduced power consumption;
• Functional Safety integrated mechanisms;
• Reasonable cost.
As detailed in deliverable D1.1 (Application Requirements), the selection process involved
analyzing multiple high-performance embedded platforms, according to the above requirements,
as well as the presence of a heterogeneous computing paradigm, either based on GPU or on
FPGA fabric. After having evaluated pros and cons of the existing platforms, a selection table has
been filled in for five promising platforms, leading to the selection of two main representatives for
their leading features in terms of performance-per-watt, programmability, and functional safety:
Nvidia Tegra Parker and Xilinx Zynq Ultrascale+. The avionics use case will adopt a Tegra-based
solution, while the automotive use case will explore a combination of the Tegra and the Zynq,
integrated with an Infineon Aurix for achieving higher safety integrity levels2. Both the Nvidia and
the Xilinx platforms provide the best performance per Watt figures in the market, with a clear
roadmap addressing the high-performance embedded domain. Both are used in commercial
products in the automotive domain for ADAS and semi-autonomous driving applications. To
receive proper technical support as well as for exploitation purposes, the Hercules project has
been presented to technical managers of both Nvidia and Xilinx, setting up a promising
collaboration towards improving the predictability support of the addressed platforms.
1.2.2

Objective O 2

With relation to Objective O2 (Provide a clean program m ing interface to virtualize the
heterogeneous com puting and m em ory resources of the selected platform s), the
state of the art for parallel programming models has been surveyed, with the objective of
understanding which paradigm constitutes the best starting point to design a solution which
combines ease-of-use (programmability, abstraction) with suitable features to design predictability
extensions. Among the various evaluation criteria, attention has been put in selecting candidates
for which there is a large amount of community support and industrial acceptance (or a
standardization process), without neglecting the availability of suitable tools to achieve the
technical goals planned for WP3 (Parallel Programming Model).
The conclusion of the consortium, detailed in deliverable D3.1 (Programming Model Selection),
was that the most promising paradigm is the one based on directives. In particular, OpenMP4.0
fulfills all the identified requirements more flexibly than OpenACC. In addition, the choice of
OpenMP4.0 gives access to mature tools upon which the predictability transformations can be
implemented. The most promising tool is Clang-OM P, an OpenMP frontend to the widespread
LLVM compiler infrastructure.
2

The Infineon Aurix is a multi-core platform that enables higher safety specifications (up to ASILD), without the heterogeneous acceleration paradigms of the Nvidia and Xilinx boards. Such a
platform is also adopted within another cluster project (ENABLE S3) where a subset of HERCULES
partners (EVI, UNIMORE, MM) is also involved.
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Since one of the platforms that will be adopted in the project is the NVIDIA Tegra Parker board,
two additional aspects must be considered. First, back-end compilers and runtime systems might
not be accessible due to the closed-source policy of NVIDIA. The predictability extensions should
be implemented at the latest possible compilation stage to guarantee their effectiveness. ClangOM P provides the best solution in this sense, as LLVM has a PTX (NVIDIA’s close-to-assembly
intermediate format) backend. Compared to OpenMP-to-CUDA compilation, which requires the
generated CUDA program to go through the entire CUDA compilation flow, this approach
promises much more efficient implementation of predictability extensions.
Second, NVIDIA provides a lot of libraries for CUDA, where several key computational kernels are
optimized for execution on their GPGPUs. Supporting such legacy code when considering
OpenMP4.0 as a programming interface becomes fundamental. Also with this respect, ClangOM P constitutes a good solution, as this tools natively supports the compilation of CUDA code,
thus making it easier to develop link-time approaches to reuse the existing large legacy
codebase.
Note that these conclusions are not limited to NVIDIA platforms, as they do apply to all GPGPUbased heterogeneous systems. For non-NVIDIA products, OpenCL can be considered as a backend component instead of CUDA. Clang-OM P can still be used as an OpenMP frontend to ease
application development and to allow for efficient compiler-level predictability extensions,
possibly combined to OpenCL backend compilers and runtime systems on the target hardware.
1.2.3

Objective O3

Concerning Objective O3 (Im plem ent an integrated RTO S and runtim e execution
support that seam lessly m anages the available com puting and m em ory resources
in an efficient and predictable way), a preliminary version of the lightweight Real-Time
Operating System (ERIKA Enterprise v3 RTOS) for the reference platforms has been developed in
Task 4.2, along with an AUTOSAR RTE Generator that will allow integrating MM’s automotive use
case.
A complete rewrite of the ERIKA kernel was concluded by partner EVI, implementing a new
version of the RTOS suitable for multi-core platforms, making use of shared data structures,
avoiding code duplication not to not waste memory, and having a single ELF image shared
among multiple cores. Other meaningful modifications refer to the possibility of treating interrupt
handlers as tasks, an improved file hierarchy and a new code generator. The work to implement
the preliminary version of the RTOS has been detailed in deliverable D4.3.
For the predictable management of memory and computational resources of the heterogeneous
platforms, the RTOS will execute under a hypervisor that is in charge of spatially and temporally
separating partitions with different criticalities executing on different cores. While the integration
of multiple OS’s will be dealt with in a later task in the project (T4.3), different hypervisors have
been evaluated to be adopted within the project. The Jailhouse hypervisor has been selected for
this stage for its small footprint, and for being an open source hypervisor with a static partitioning
of components and resources. At a later stage, the hypervisor will be enhanced to predictably
arbitrate the access to memory resources without sacrificing performance.
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The new version of the ERIKA Enterprise RTOS has been ported on top of the Jailhouse
hypervisor for the following hardware platforms:
• Cortex-A57 of Nvidia Jetson TX1
• Cortex-A53 of Xilinx Ultrascale+
For the former platform, partner EVI has been also in charge of porting the hypervisor on the
specific SoC, releasing the support to the public domain. A demo of ERIKA Enterprise on this
platform has been made available on the YouTube platform [YouTX1].
For the second platform, we exploited the same Ultrascale+ board [AX-Board] resulting from the
AXIOM H2020 project (partner EVI is also a member of the AXIOM consortium) for a cross-project
exploitation.
1.2.4

Objective O 4

With respect to Objective O4 (Develop sm art real-tim e co-scheduling algorithm s to
predictably m anage the access to com puting elem ents and shared m em ory
resources), the main focus has been on devising strategies for implementing a predictable
execution model (PREM) on top of the selected architectures, in order to be able to predictably
schedule the access to shared memory by concurrently executing tasks on the different cores and
on the GPU. The necessary scheduling support will be implemented at hypervisor level, being it
the principal software component with a holistic view of the whole system.
Different activities from WP3 have been preparatory to enable the implementation of coscheduling algorithms. In particular, task T3.2 (Predictable execution support) developed a
working prototype of the compiler support to make GPU kernel code PREM-compliant,
decoupling access instruction from compute instructions. A similar support will be added to
PREM-ize host-side code in the upcoming months. As part of task T3.3 (Heterogeneous runtime
optimization), a mechanism to synchronize the access to memory by host and GPU kernels has
been devised and implemented (GPU guard), showing a consistent improvement in worst-case
timing latencies of real-time tasks in heavily contended scenarios.
The Hercules co-scheduling framework will be sufficiently robust to handle also code that cannot
be possibly PREM-ized, e.g., due to closed source binaries/libraries, or the usage of dynamic data
structures whose memory accesses cannot be determined in advance. In this case, the coscheduling mechanism will sacrifice performance for predictability, throttling non-critical
components that are heavily contending shared memory resources, to enable a predictable
memory access to time-critical tasks.
A key aspect of the hypervisor-based implementation of the memory/execution co-scheduling
algorithms is the overhead implied by enforcing memory arbitration. In this sense, different
techniques have been explored to implement such a scheduling support, to result in an almost
negligible overhead compared to the frequency of the scheduling decisions. These aspects will
be further explored in the rest of the project, before starting to work on the implementation of
such co-scheduling mechanisms.
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Objective O 5

With relation to Objective O5 (Im plem ent lightweight runtim es), the main activities focused
on the communication and synchronization between host and accelerator, to predictably arbitrate
the access to shared memory resources. The related overhead due to contention between host
and accelerator (GPU or FPGA) for accessing main memory has been characterized and profiled
on both considered heterogeneous platforms (Nvidia and Xilinx), showing a significant increase in
the average and worst-case latencies in case of memory-bound workloads.
These results highlighted the need for more efficient mechanisms for predictably arbitrating the
access to shared memory by host and accelerator in a synchronized fashion to avoid contention.
In Task T3.3, the GPU guard mechanism has been proposed as a possible way to synchronize the
memory accesses by host and acceleration clusters to avoid mutual conflicts. The overhead of the
proposed mechanism has been profiled, providing initial evidence that the approach is indeed
able to limit the interference due to shared main memory accesses from CPU and GPU actors
within the system.
In the next months, alternative approaches will be explored to limit the mutual interferences
between host and accelerator with a reduced overhead, considering the real-time requirements of
the scheduled activities. While the GPU guard mechanism favors the activities executing on the
accelerator, alternative strategies will include (i) host-based arbitration mechanisms, and (ii)
exploiting throttling mechanisms available at memory controller level.
1.2.6

Objective O 6

Concerning Objective O6 (Port an autonom ous driving system for the autom otive
dom ain to the Hercules fram ework), a large effort has been put by partner MM to port their
prototype valet parking applications, originally designed for general purpose x86/x64
architectures, to an embedded setting. This included the definition of the application, along with
its real-time requirements, the identification of the components which are most suitable for
parallelization, and the porting to the programming framework identified for the Hercules project.
In deliverable D1.1, a thorough characterization has been presented for the valet parking
application, defining the sensor set and the underlying assumptions for each involved actor. The
sensor set includes:
•

•
•

•

6 x stereo cameras:
o 2 x SC for long range (up to 40m).
o 4 x SC for short range (up to 6m).
4 x laser-scanner sensors:
o 4 x LS with 180° FOV.
10 x ultrasounds sensors:
o 6 x front US.
o 4 x rear US.
Positioning modules:
o 2 x GPS antennae.
o 1 x inertial measurement unit (IMU) platform.
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Communication modules:
o 1 x 3G/V2X antenna + 3G/V2X modules.
o 1 x DbW remote emergency stop system (2.4/2.5 GHz).
o 1 x 2.4/2.5 GHz antenna.

The assumptions for the actors include: the ego vehicle (drives till the parking space and parks),
the driver (drives till the parking area; orders the vehicle to park itself), pedestrians (can walk in the
parking area; can cross the road where the autonomous vehicle is driving); other vehicles (parked
in the parking area; drive in the parking area), and the parking Infrastructure (based on a WIFI
server; provides parking space availability info; provides parking area map; assigns parking space).
Also, the software component have been characterized in terms of timing requirements and realtime constraints; processing workload; memory footprint, for both instruction and data; power
requirements; required libraries (e.g., stdlib, boost lib for the C language, stdlibc++ for C++,
etc.).
Then, in deliverable D1.2, the valet parking application has been analyzed to identify the
components that mostly affected the overall latency. The heaviest component has been identified
in in the path planning module, which can be affected by the environment, the autonomous car’s
geometry and kinematics constraints. To increase the application’s efficiency a path planning
method has been presented for computing optimal parking maneuvers for road vehicles,
operating on a known environment in the presence of static obstacles. The proposed approach is
based on the numerical solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equations and allows finding the
trajectory that minimizes a cost function that considers the length of the parking maneuvers.
The adopted approach is based on a typical Finite Elem Method (FEM) approach, with a suited
discretization of phase space, time space and control space. The whole algorithm of computation
of the trajectory of parking is actually divided into three logical steps, each of them presenting
different challenges from computational and parallelization points of view:
• Spaces discretization and construction of characteristic equation;
• Solving the equation with an iterative cycle
• Synthesis and smoothing of the trajectory
The second step is the most time consuming. Deliverable D1.2 presented a parallelized
implementation that is suitable to be ported on the heterogeneous embedded architectures
targeted by the Hercules project.

1.2.7

Objective O 7

With relation to Objective O7 (Enhance a visual recognition system for the avionic
dom ain), an avionic application use case was selected to implement a computer vision function
based on online machine learning, in the form of an object tracking application. Partner AGI
started from an existing implementation based on general purpose architectures with discrete
GPU acceleration, to port it into the Nvidia embedded board selected for the Hercules
framework, featuring an integrated embedded GPU.
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The application is described in deliverable D1.1, and it is composed of multiple stages. In the
initialization phase, an image of a video stream is received from the camera and the object to be
tracked is initialized. The initialization is done by providing the geometric position of the object to
be tracked inside the image. This position can be determined either by an operator, or
automatically by means of other computer vision functions like motion detection or object
recognition. In the tracking phase, a new image of the video stream is received and the task of the
tracking algorithm is to estimate the new location of the tracked object inside the given image.
Typically, the location information is provided together with some confidence measure for the
detection (sometimes called “detection score”) which helps indicating whether the track has
potentially been lost by the tracker (i.e., indicated by a score of zero). Depending on the particular
tracking algorithm used, additional information like updated object sizes or changed rotation
angles may be returned as output. The detection step is repeated from frame to frame if no reinitialization is requested.
A distinguishing feature of AGI application is that it adopts an “online machine learning”
approach, in the sense that positive and negative training examples are continuously used to
update the learned object representation (the trained classifier) during tracking. Online learning
intends to continuously learn potential appearance changes of the tracked object as well as of its
background. Appearance changes of the tracked object are e.g. generated by object
deformations, perspective changes, or illumination changes. The training of appearance changes
of the background is of importance in cases where objects of similar appearance are in the
proximity of the object to be tracked. In such a case, the learned representation of the object to
be tracked (the trained classifier) puts more emphasis on the remaining differences between the
object and its background.
The required average and worst-case response time parameters have been identified, along with
the functional performance requirements to maintain the excellent performance of the original
implementation, without employing power hungry computing systems, but using power-efficient
heterogeneous multi-core platforms.
In deliverable D1.2, following the reviewers feedback received in the first physical meeting, as
well as the inputs received from the Industrial Advisory Board, the avionic use case has been
extended with a second application branch – which is the utilization of computer vision for
guidance, navigation and control (GNC), to be demonstrated on a small flying platform. While
both avionic application branches are clearly motivated by the need to realize computationally
demanding computer vision applications on embedded hardware platforms, their focus is slightly
complementary – enabling us to probe and demonstrate different aspects of the Hercules
platform.
The new branch has been added to complement the workload intensive tracking component with
time-critical tasks for navigation and control, to highlight the capabilities of the Hercules
framework for predictably scheduling concurrent real-time tasks of different criticalities within the
same platform. Also, this second branch will allow providing an integrated use case demonstrator
based on a small flying platform, overcoming the IP limitations of the first branch by providing an
open source application stack.
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The first branch (of a pure machine-learning based visual object tracker) places high SIMD-based
computational requirements on the embedded hardware platform to achieve high tracking
performance (in terms of tracking robustness), while the second branch places higher focus on the
integration of various system aspects necessary to realize the coupled functions of vision-based
GNC.
Similarly, to the automotive use-case, also the avionic branch identified the application modules
which are most suitable to be parallelized using the programming model adopted in the Hercules
framework. In summary, there are a total of around 20 algorithmic parts that have been
parallelized using OpenMP. Please refer to D1.2 for a detailed description. In the same
deliverable, a thorough description of the GNC integration is provided along with the
characterization of the real-time requirements of each task.
1.2.8

Objective O 8

With relation to Objective O8 (Contribute to Open Source software), the Hercules Open
Source strategy plan had been defined within deliverable D6.3. The different components of the
Hercules framework are summarized in the following Figure 1 – Hercules Framework:

Figure 1 – Hercules Framework

Hercules aim to leave room for a dual licensing model or re-licensing. In case of external
contributions, the consortium will therefore need to set-up a process for obtaining the IPR on the
modified code.
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Custom hardware
FPGA blocks
Hypervisor – Jailhouse
Hypervisor – Vibrante
ERIKA Enterprise 3
RTE
Linux kernel
Compiler
Middleware
Apps

Open-source
released to public
V
V
X
V
V
V
V
-

Open-source
released to end-users
V
X
-

for

Proprietary
V
V
X
V
V
V
X
V
V
V

where:
• the red box is a choice forbidden by the original background license;
• the yellow box is a choice allowed by the original background license but currently
discarded by the consortium;
• the green box is the current choice of the consortium.
From the table, it is clear that the consortium aims at releasing most of the components under a
dual licensing model, mixing the benefits of an open-source strategy with the need of ensuring
the revenues for the work carried out in the project. Please refer to deliverable D6.3 for more
details.
1.2.9

Objective O 9

With relation to Objective O9 (Prom ote the adoption of Hercules fram ework to key
European industrial players), the already important IAB members continued to grow during
the early 12 months of the project. At the current moment 15 important companies already
signed the collaboration agreement (BMW It Car, Porsche Engineering Service, Autoliv,
Finmeccanica/Leonardo, Honeywell, MBDA, NVIDIA, ARM, Tom’s Hardware, Codeplay, Yanmar,
IMA, SACMI, Topcon Positioning System, Calzoni Srl) all of these important industrial players are
crucial companies in providing next-generation real-time applications in the automotive, avionic
and industrial automation domains and therefore are looking with great interest to any update of
Hercules framework. Hercules therefore succeeded to be recognized as a key industrial
community platform for the implementation of workload-intensive application with time-criticality
and safety requirements.
Multiple meetings and collaborations have been setup between a subset of partners and the
providers of the embedded platforms adopted in the project: Nvidia and Xilinx. This allowed
accessing low level details needed to implement an efficient configuration of the scheduling
techniques, execution models and arbitration mechanisms envisioned within the Hercules project.
These collaborations are expected to continue even after the project lifetime, encompassing also
future generations of embedded boards. The Hercules consortium received multiple requests by
Nvidia, Xilinx and ARM about which hardware mechanisms would help improving the
predictability of their platforms. One of the outcome of the project will also be a set of
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recommendations for hardware providers about which hardware features particularly influences
the performance versus predictability trade-off in these challenging systems.
It is our belief that the impact of the Hercules project can be maximized only by partnering up
with SoC providers, making them aware of the advantages of the proposed framework, and
tentatively integrate them in the software support provided to key industrial players.

1.3.

Explanation of the work carried per W P

The project is structured in 5 scientific and demonstration Work Packages together with two
horizontal work packages focusing both on management and coordination both on exploitation of
the results.
As for the first overall assessment made on the 20th October 2016: “the project has achieved most
of its objectives and milestones for the period with relatively minor deviations”. During the early 6
months of the project activity, the consortium succeeded to complete the requirement
specification that compose the 1 Milestone of the project. The detailed use case applications
have been described (WP1), the COTS hardware architecture has been identified (WP2), and the
targets of the programming model has been defined (WP3).
At month 18, the project also achieved the targets set for Milestone 2, providing first (alpha)
versions of key software blocks. In particular, the code of the parallelized applications related to
automotive domain was released (see deliverable D1.2); the ERIKA Enterprise RTOS is successfully
working on the HW platform adopted (see deliverable D4.3); a working prototype of the Linux +
sched_deadline patch runs on the host cores of the adopted HW platforms (see deliverable D4.1);
preliminary compiler and runtime support for memory co-scheduling and PRedictable Execution
Model (PREM) in the host/accelerator programming environment has been setup for the adopted
HW platforms (see deliverable D3.2 and 3.4).

W ork Package 1 - Applications
WP1 required the collection and characterization of the requirements of the two application use
cases addressed in the project.
Task 1.1 Application Requirements
The identification of the applications to be demonstrate by the automotive and avionics use cases
are the result of several meetings and discussion. The complete description is included in
deliverable D1.1 and deliverable D1.2. In relation with the automotive use case, an Automatic
Valet Parking application has been selected, as it represents one of the first AD applications that
are most likely to be practically implemented in production.
The use case definition included the identification of the external environments with which the
system will interact. Since there is not a common and unique definition of Valet Parking, it was
decided to address a case in which the parking infrastructure interacts with the autonomous
vehicle and the parking area, including pedestrian and any other moving vehicles.
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Pedestrian detection is a safety critical function that demands high computational power, either
on CPU and GPU. For this reason, the application requirements identification took quite long
time.
The location where the driver leaves the vehicle should be located close to the Automated Valet
Parking. The parking area is an indoor or outdoor area explicitly designated and marked for
parking vehicles. Markings are not always present for lanes, but standardized marking of the area
for the parking of vehicles exists.
One of the most important parts of the use case elaboration was the scenario description, which
included the definition of any possible assumption together with the pre- and post-condition that
identify the successful-ending and the failed-ending scenario conditions (see Figure 2 Use case

scenario).

In this scenario, we assume the following:
·
·
·

There are not barriers on the track.
Speed limit is 15 km/h.
All vehicles are parked occupying only one parking space (i.e.: there are no vehicles
placed over the parking lines).

Figure 2 Use case scenario

A deep analysis of state-of-the-art sensors’ characteristics and costs was made by engineers of
partner MM, defining a proper sensor set capable to ensure a complete coverage of the vehicle
surrounding. A simulation environment was also used to compare the different solutions.
Application software architecture definition was a critical activity that included an analysis of the
functional safety requirements.
Moreover, application requirement definition made it necessary a continuous interaction with
Evidence, which will develop the low-level software infrastructure.
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With relation to the avionic use-case, a online machine learning application for object tracking has
been selected by partner AGI (see deliverable D1.1). Following the first reviewer assessment’s
recommendation 3, the use case has been integrated with a guidance, navigation and control
stack provided by partner PITOM, to enhance the real-time requirements of the avionic
application, thanks to a tighter collaboration between AGI and Pitom. The tracking algorithm will
be ported on a small aerial drone that will be able to demonstrate object detection application
using an open source software. This integrated use case is better described in deliverable D1.2,
along with the parallelization activities of the object tracking modules, and the real-time
requirements of the GNC system.
Task 1.2 Application Parallelization
The parallelized implementation of the AIRBUS proprietary visual object tracking algorithms of the
avionic use-case has started, and is being re-implemented with C++/OpenMP. The application
modules most suitable to parallelization have been identified. A total of around 20 algorithmic
parts have been parallelized using OpenMP. Please refer to D1.2 for a detailed description.
In the same deliverable, a thorough description of the GNC integration is provided along with the
characterization of the real-time requirements of each task. An un-optimized prototype has been
completed and profiled comparing the existing NVIDA framework (CUDA std) vs the version
ported on the Hercules framework (see deliverable D1.2).
The automotive application parallelization has been implemented after studying the
software/hardware architecture, with particular relation to the path planning algorithms with a
focus on combinatorial optimization approaches. A proper interface was defined to allow the
application to interact with the external environment independently from the installed sensors,
wiring system and vehicle characteristics.
Following RC3, the IP issues related to the use cases have been addressed developing suitable
contingency plans. For the automotive UC, project partners were not allowed to get direct access
to the valet parking software. Therefore, MM researchers had been trained to replicate the test
and the optimization process that will be developed in a simulation environment. Continuous
discussions and meetings are being held between MM and the partners involved (mainly, ETH,
UNIMORE and EVI) to converge to a homogeneous implementation compatible with the
programming and execution models adopted in the Hercules framework.
The avionic use case had a similar problem related to the impossibility for the other partners to
access the code developed by partner AGI. The solution in this case was to replicate the use case
using an open source object tracking system, selected in collaboration with AGI to mimic the
functional and timing requirements of the original IP-sensitive module. This open source tracker
will be deployed with a GNC system developed by partner PITOM to implement a working drone
autopilot application.
Specifically, the aerial drone platform will allow the consortium to test the Hercules framework in a
complementary situation with respect to AGI application. The aerial drone system is composed of:
3

th

Sandro D’Elia, Kerstin Eder, Zlatko Petrov, Intermediate HERCULES project assessment, after project review meeting of 10 of October
2016.
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a drone in hexacopter (multirotor with 6 electric motors) configuration (see the figure
below)
a complete autopilot system, namely the Hercules Autopilot (or briefly H-Pilot) specifically
customized for the Hercules aerial drone system
a Visual Object Tracking system based on the KCF tracker, similar to the CETRAC
developed by AB, but with the source code in standard implementation being opensource and freely available, that will be further parallelized by CTU
a vision-based Obstacle Detection & Avoidance system, that will be further parallelized by
UNIMORE

Figure 3 - Aerial drone used in the avionic use case

The H-Pilot is customized to get inputs from both the Visual Object Tracking and Obstacle
Detection & Avoidance systems. Guidance, Navigation and Control sub-systems of H-Pilot have
both soft and hard real-time constraints. At the same time, they do not request high
computational workloads and could be effectively run on single core processor.
On the other side, the Visual Object Tracking system and the Obstacle Detection & Avoidance
system require a great amount of computational effort to be executed in real-time – but they are
less critical components. Computationally demanding functions (subject to offloading and
parallelization) have been identified.

Statement on the use of resources
The overall allocation of PMs and usage of resources for WP1 is in line with the initial approved
budget. The leading industrial partners have reasonably enough resources to complete the
missing tasks. UNIMORE effort was pretty high considering the various contingency actions that
have been undertaken to solve IP-related problems of the use case applications. In the second
reporting period, some reallocation of resources may be requested by UNIMORE to develop
activities related to T1.4.
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W ork Package 2 – Heterogeneous multi-core platform s
Task 2.1 Evaluation of COTS Platforms
In the first part of the project, the consortium worked on Task 2.1 “Evaluation of COTS
platforms”, whose results are completely included in Deliverable D2.1 “Specification of Hardware
Platforms”. The activity was mainly aiming at identifying off-the-shelf HW platforms to support the
Hercules middleware framework.
At the very beginning of the period, MM prepared a list of candidate components available on
the market, identified by:
•
•
•
•

High performance
Low power consumption
Availability of multi-core graphic accelerators
Functional safety guarantees

MM run a benchmark of alternatives, based on criteria agreed with project consortium partners
and on MM’s know-how in automotive component selection.
Applying these criteria, the Consortium choose two System-on-Chip alternatives:
•
•

Nvidia Parker
Xilinx Zynq Ultrascale+

The subsequent step was the definition of a preliminary system architecture that exploits the
potential of the selected COTS platforms.
For the avionics use case, the consortium proposed a system based only on the Nvidia platform,
to assess the capabilities of the framework applied on a simplified single-SoC architecture.
For the automotive use case, the partners proposed a HW architecture based on the Nvidia and
Xilinx platforms, interconnected by a high-bandwidth connection embedded in the ECU. Both
platforms will be connected with an Infineon Aurix controller, which provides the highest
guarantees in terms of functional safety qualification (ASIC D). The activities on the Infineon Aurix
platform follow from another ongoing project (ENABLE S34) including a subset of Hercules
partners (MM, EVI, UNIMORE).

Task 2.2. Detailed Characterization of Platforms
While computation happens in parallel over the heterogeneous compute units available in the
selected platforms, contention may occur at the memory interface level. CPU cores and the GPU
might share common cache levels, hence experiencing self-eviction phenomena. The main system
memory (usually DRAM) represents the main contented resource for all memory controller clients
experiencing cache misses at their Last Level Cache (LLC). Within task 2.2, the impact of such
contention in mixed-criticality platforms has been measured and accurately profiled for NVIDIA
Tegra X1, X2 and Xilinx Zynq UltraScale+ MPSoC.
The results of this profiling are presented in deliverable D2.2, along with a characterization of the
power consumed by the target platforms, in isolation and in presence of interference. The analysis
4 ENABLE S3

(European Initiative to Enable Validation for Highly Automated Safe and Secure Systems)
http://www.enable-s3.eu
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highlights the need for accurate memory-centric scheduling mechanisms for guaranteeing
prioritized memory accesses to Real-Time critical parts of the system, and constitutes the
motivation and the basis for the activities in WP3 and WP5.
The experiments have shown that memory interference significantly impacts latency, with up to
12X observed delays for intra-CPU contention in memory-intensive applications. The results are
consistent across all the platforms. GPU activity can cause CPU timing to increase by up to 3.6X,
and GPU can experience 2X slowdown due to high interference from CPUs. DMA-to-CPU
interference lengthens execution time by 2.6X (as seen by the CPU) and 1.5X (as seen by the
DMA), respectively.
Average power mostly increases in a non-additive manner when multiple actors are concurrently
using main system memory, which might indicate saturation of the memory bandwidth. This is
consistent with the observed timing delays.

Task 2.3 Final Platform enhancement
The activities of this task just started, with MM exploring FPGA-based acceleration modules that
could help accelerating their automotive application and ETHZ exploring FPGA blocks aimed at
enabling virtual memory sharing between the HOST and the FPGA accelerator, thus simplifying
system programmability.
MM and ETHZ are jointly exploring the possibility of combining individual efforts to predictably
speed up the execution of the tasks involved in the autonomous driving use case.
Statement on the use of resources
The overall allocation of PMs and usage of resources for WP2 is in line with the initial approved
budget, with the exception of a larger effort by partner CTU (10 PMs) and UNIMORE. The main
reason of this increased effort was due to the fact that two platforms have been selected instead
of one, doubling the effort. Moreover, CTU faced some challenges in profiling the Nvidia
platform. As the main contribution of both UNIMORE and CTU on this WP is almost completed,
no further deviations is expected for the next period.
W ork Package 3 – Parallel Program m ing M odel
T3.1 Programming Model Specification
With relation to WP3, the first months of the project have been dedicated to the selection of a
suitable programming model for the Hercules framework. Multiple existing programming models
have been considered and compared based on the project requirements: ease of programming,
productivity, and effectiveness at extracting the available peak parallel processing bandwidth.
Besides that, the selected programming model had to lend itself to extensions at various levels
(i.e., programming interface, runtime environment, and compiler) for improving the overall
predictability of the system.
Deliverable D3.1 described the process of analysing and selecting suitable candidates among the
several existing programming paradigms for massively parallel systems, proposing a list of criteria
for evaluating the various alternatives. Besides several technical aspects, the evaluation also
considered other relevant requirements such as the availability of industry-supported standards,
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the vitality of the user/developer community, the maturity of the available tools, the availability of
the latter on relevant hardware platforms for the project, and the capability of expressing
application-specific, functional and non-functional requirements.

Table 1 Programming models comparison

From the results of Table 1 Programming models comparison there are several differences between
the programming models analysed. Most prominently, the support for offloading and memory
management is very different. In OpenMP (CITE) and OpenACC (CITE), the programmer specifies
regions that are suitable for offloading by means of code annotation (e.g. #pragma directives in
C/C++ language), which is known to increase ease of programming and code maintenance.
Similarly, in lower-level, offload-based programming frameworks such as in CUDA (CITE) and
OpenCL (CITE), the programmer explicitly writes kernels which are executed on the accelerator,
possibly using different languages/dialects to specify parallelism on the host and on the
accelerator. This programming style implies a significant effort from the programmer in practical
deployment aspects such as adequately dimensioning data buffers, and orchestrating kernel
execution and data transfers, hence it is more error-prone and less maintainable. Cilk+ and Intel
TBB provide no explicit control over offloading to the application programmer. Since a main
feature of the target template platform is the availability of a many-core accelerator, it seems
unwise to build upon a baseline programming model which does not provide good abstractions
and tools for the use of accelerators.
OpenVX5 deserves a separate discussion. The main purpose of the OpenVX initiative is that of
providing a portable and abstract interface for describing graph-based applications composed of
a set of “filters” (computer vision kernels). Thus, an OpenVX framework provides an API to build
the graphs and a runtime system to schedule their execution respecting precedence constraints

5

OpenVX is an open, royalty-free standard for cross platform acceleration of computer vision applications.
https://www.khronos.org/openvx/
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(data dependencies). OpenVX targets the acceleration of computer-vision (CV) kernels, but it is
platform-agnostic, for portability. Thus, the implementation of the kernel themselves if platform
vendor-specific and internally implements the kernel functionality by leveraging the available
accelerators.
Consequently, OpenVX is very well suited for simplifying the development of accelerated CVbased applications, as it completely hides the accelerators from the programmer. However, it is
poorly suited for the goals of the Hercules project, in that i) it lacks generality (only focuses on
CV); ii) the hidden nature of all the acceleration/parallelization makes it very difficult, if not
impossible, to devise predictability extensions to the model (which is the focus of the work in
WP3)

Tab. 2 Programming models' main features

ETHZ coordinated joint activities, involving all Hercules partners, and surveyed the state of the art
for parallel programming models, with the objective of understanding which paradigm constitutes
the best starting point to design a solution which combines ease-of-use (programmability,
abstraction) with suitable features to design predictability extensions.
Among the various evaluation criteria, attention has been put in selecting candidates for which
there is a large amount of community support and industrial acceptance (or a standardization
process), without neglecting the availability of suitable tools to achieve the technical goals
planned for WP3.
The Consortium concluded that the most promising paradigm is the one based on directives. In
particular, OpenMP4.5 fulfils all the identified requirements more flexibly than OpenACC. In
addition, the choice of OpenMP4.5 gives access to mature tools upon which the predictability
transformations can be implemented. The most promising tool is Clang-OMP, an OpenMP
frontend to the LLVM compiler infrastructure, that is open and well known in both research and
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industrial communities.
As NVIDIA is one of platform adopted in the Hercules project, it is important to consider two
additional aspects.
First, back-end compilers and runtime systems might not be accessible due to the closed-source
policy of NVIDIA. The predictability extensions should be implemented at the latest possible
compilation stage to guarantee their effectiveness. Clang-OMP provides the best solution in this
sense, as LLVM has a PTX (NVIDIA’s close-to-assembly intermediate format) backend. Compared
to OpenMP-to-CUDA compilation, which requires the generated CUDA program to go through
the entire CUDA compilation flow, this approach promises much more efficient implementation of
predictability extensions.
Second, NVIDIA provides a lot of libraries for CUDA, where several key computational kernels are
optimized for execution on their GPGPUs.
Supporting such legacy code when considering OpenMP4.5 as a programming interface becomes
fundamental. Also with this respect Clang-OMP constitutes a good solution, as this tools natively
supports the compilation of CUDA code, thus making it easier to develop link-time approaches to
reuse the existing large legacy codebase.
Note that these conclusions are not limited to NVIDIA platforms, as they do apply to all GPGPUbased heterogeneous systems. For non-NVIDIA products, where the – proprietary - CUDA
backend is not available, OpenCL must be considered as the target framework. Clang-OMP can
still be used as an OpenMP frontend to ease application development and to allow for efficient
compiler-level predictability extensions, possibly combined to OpenCL backend compilers and
runtime systems on the target hardware.

T3.2 Predictable execution support
This task aimed at developing compiler support for 1) transforming the GPU kernel code in a
PREM-compliant way; 2) propagating relevant information about RT app constraints to the
runtime/OS.
Concerning 1), the work focused on:
- setting up a compiler infrastructure to enable OpenMP to NVIDIA ptx compilation, on top of
which to develop the planned extensions. We opted for the Clang compiler frontend component,
which provides reasonably mature OpenMP support (including the latest features for accelerator
utilization), combined to the LLVM backend for the NVIDIA intermediate representation (ptx). The
integration of the components has been successfully completed.
- developing compiler support to transform GPU accelerator codes into PREM-compliant
counterparts. Starting from offloaded kernels containing parallel loops, the compiler applies
iteration space tiling and identifies the boundaries of tile computations as suitable points to
outline PREM phases. The latter are obtained from the original code by cloning the loop bodies
and then by applying specialization. A specialized loop body consists of a memory phase, where
all the original load/store operations are redirected to the local scratchpad memory, plus a
compute phase, where computation happens on the local buffers rather than on the main
memory. At the boundaries of PREM phases synchronization with the CPU host takes place.
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The outcome of the task has been summarized in the deliverable 3.2: “Preliminary support for
predictability in the accelerator programing environment”, which has been delivered – as planned
– at month 18.

T3.3 Heterogeneous runtime optimization
The task aims at developing runtime support for the compiler toolchain developed in T3.2. The
activities focused on developing runtime support to implement the memory arbitration scheme
imposed by the PREM. Specifically, a Linux driver has been developed that interacts with the
synchronization points introduced in GPU codes by the compiler from T3.2. Before entering a
memory phase, the GPU code triggers a synchronization event that awaits until the main memory
arbiter implemented as part of the linux driver grants permission.
The outcome of the task has been summarized in the deliverable 3.2: “Preliminary runtime for
parallel heterogeneous platforms”, which has been delivered – as planned – at month 18.

All tasks contributed to the achievement of milestone MS2: “Internal milestone with intermediate
release”, by developing a working prototype of the lightweight compiler+runtime support for
predictability in the accelerator programming environment.
Statement on the use of resources
No deviation has been reported in the use of resources with relation to what planned for WP3.

Figure 4 An architectural overview of the implemented GPUguard
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W ork Package 4 – Real-Tim e O perating System s
Although, according to the Grant Agreement, WP4 should start only at M7, the following
preparatory activities have been carried out since the early start of the project by partners EVI,
CTU and UNIMORE:
•
•
•

Carry out a survey of the existing open-source hypervisors, writing internal documentation
highlighting pros and cons of each solution.
Sketch a possible architecture of the software stack, involving the whole consortium
through both physical meetings and conference calls.
Retrieve information by Nvidia about the hardware selected as reference board for the
project. This activity has been carried out through both conference calls and face-to-face
meetings at the Nvidia premises in US.

The activities have been then continued within each specific task of the Work Package as
illustrated below.

Task 4.1 Host-side Operating System
This task has been mainly carried out by partner EVI, aiming at creating innovative and publicdomain software based on Linux.
The activity started with an initial survey about the on-going activities related to the
SCHED_DEADLINE6 and Energy-Aware Scheduling7 (EAS) projects, also through physical
meetings with key people (e.g., engineers from ARM, Linaro, Intel, RedHat and Scuola Sant’Anna)
and attendance of technical workshops (e.g., Linux Real-Time Summit on October 20168 and
OSPM Summit on April 20179). In the meantime, EVI also studied the internals of the Linux CPU
frequency subsystem, rewriting the official documentation10.
Then, EVI collaborated with Scuola Sant’Anna in designing and developing an enhancement to
add reclaiming features to the Linux SCHED_DEADLINE real-time scheduler. This new software
component, based on the GRUB algorithm, requested EVI to develop a set of unit tests
leveraging several profiling and tracing tools for the Linux kernel. The implementation of new
scheduler as well as the unit tests have been released public-domain and are contained in the
deliverable D4.1 of Hercules. In particular, the new scheduler has been released to the Linux
kernel community through the Linux Kernel Mailing List (LKML), and it is now under evaluation for
inclusion within the official Linux kernel.
Moreover EVI started a collaboration with ARM to design and develop an integration of the
SCHED_DEADLINE real-time scheduler with the cpufreq subsystem aiming at reducing the energy

6

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SCHED_DEADLINE
https://www.linaro.org/blog/core-dump/energy-aware-scheduling-eas-project/
8
https://wiki.linuxfoundation.org/realtime/events/rt-summit2016/start
9
http://retis.sssup.it/ospm-summit/
10
https://git.kernel.org/pub/scm/linux/kernel/git/torvalds/linux.git/commit/?id=7de962c0c79a810585eb323b90561b5923614ec8
7
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consumption while respecting the real-time guarantees. In particular, the existing cpufreq’s
schedutil governor and the SCHED_DEADLINE scheduler have been modified to implement the
GRUB-PA algorithm. The development of this component is still on-going and will be part of
deliverable D4.2.
Finally, EVI started looking at the implementation of the Deadline Inheritance protocol for
accessing shared resources in the Linux kernel. The kernel community is quite unsatisfied with this
protocol, thus EVI and UNIMORE are evaluating the possibility of replacing the existing
implementation with a more advanced protocol like M-BWI or BROE.
Task 4.2 Lightweight RTOS
This task, mainly carried out by EVI, aims at supporting the ERIKA Enterprise RTOS on the
reference hardware platforms of Hercules.
During the first 18 months, partner EVI continued the development of the new version (i.e.,
version 3) of the RTOS and ported the kernel core onto the Cortex-A57 available on the Nvidia
Jetson TX1 board and the Cortex-A53 available on the AXIOM board11 (featuring a Xilinx
Ultrascale+ SoC).
Although not included in project's Description-of-Activities (DoA), EVI also decided to design and
develop an AUTOSAR Run-Time Environment (RTE) generator for ERIKA Enterprise to properly
support MM’s automotive use case.
The design and implementation description of both these components have been provided in
deliverable D4.3.
The activities will continue in the next months by:
• finalizing the implementation of the OSEK/VDX standard within the new kernel version;
• porting the RTOS onto both the Cortex-A57 and Cortex-R5 cores available on the Nvidia
PX2 board as well as the Cortex-R5 core available on the AXIOM board.
Task 4.3 Multi-OS Integration and Virtualization
Besides the initial survey on hypervisors and the meetings with Nvidia described above, the
consortium carried out the following activities:
•

•

•

11

Study of the internals of the Jailhouse hypervisor, also through a meeting with its main
developers (October 11th 2016 in Berlin). This collaboration also created the opportunity
for a substantial improvement of the existing documentation.
Porting of the Jailhouse hypervisor on NVidia Tegra TX1 [EVI]
o on the stock 3.10 NVidia kernel: https://github.com/evidence/linux-jailhouse-tx1
o on the Vanilla 4.7+ kernel: integrated in the mainline Jailhouse 0.6
Study of the ARM performance counters and porting of MemGuard on Jailhouse on Nvidia
Tegra TX1 [CTU]

http://www.axiom-project.eu/2017/02/the-axiom-board-has-arrived/
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Experimental evaluation of Nvidia memory controller and its configurability – focus on
controlling the access to RAM from non-CPU clients [ UNIMORE, CTU, ETH]

Statement on the use of resources
Despite preliminary activities started before the planned date, and some PM has been accounted
by the WP leader (EVI) prior to the official start of the WP, no deviation in PMs allocation and in
the overall use of resources has been observed.
W ork Package 5 – Scheduling and Schedulability Analysis
The main partners involved in this WP have been UNMORE, CTU and ETHZ. The activities focused
on devising ways to implement memory/computation co-scheduling algorithms associated with
predictable execution models. Before starting the implementation of scheduling algorithms at
host or accelerator level, the partners analysed the typical workloads to be scheduled for the
addressed use case domains. In particular, the targeted platforms are typically adopted to
execute workload intensive machine learning applications, where a variety of deep neural
networks are deployed for object recognition, tracking, path planning, optical odometry, etc. The
Caffe Deep Learning Framework has been analysed, replacing the BLAS library with Eigen, which
has better structured code and it is easier to model. This allowed an initial model to be prepared
for the execution of deep neural networks in terms of PREM blocks.
Moreover, different solutions have been analysed for supporting the enforcement of the
memory/computation co-scheduling algorithms targeted by the Hercules framework. The existing
solutions for the conversion of existing applications to PREM-compliant code have been analysed.
This included the analysis of compiler-based approaches to rephrase the code (see also WP3) at
host and acceleration level, and a review of memory-aware scheduling methods and predictable
execution models proposed in the literature.
At accelerator level, GPU Warp specialization techniques have been studied to implement a
PREM-based execution on the GPU, coupled with the GPUGuard tool, as explained in WP3.
Task 5.1 Power-Aware Scheduling at Host Level
High computing power can be easily delivered by (now ubiquitous) multi-core CPUs or by a
heterogeneous system with a multi-core CPU and a parallel accelerator such as a GPU. Reaching
the required safety level in such a system is by far more difficult because the commercial-of-theshelf (COTS) high-performance platforms contain many shared resources (e.g. main memory) with
arbiters not designed to provide real-time guarantees.
A promising approach to address this problem was introduced by Pellizzoni et al. [2011]12 and is
known as PRedictable Execution Model (PREM). We are interested in applying PREM to ARMbased heterogeneous platforms, but, so far, all PREM-related work has been done on x86

12

Pellizzioni, Betti, Bak, Yao, Criswell, Caccamo, Kegly; A Predictable Execution Model for COTS-based Embedded
Systems, 2011.
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architecture or PowerPC. During the past months, the consortium investigated several building
blocks that are needed for implementing PREM on the selected platforms. We are building up a
modification of a memory-aware arbitration mechanism (MemGuard) to be practically usable on
ARM platforms. We also studied a throttling mechanism of supported memory controllers, that
allows controlling memory bandwidth of non-CPU clients, such as the GPU. We showed that this
mechanism can be used to make the execution time of CPU tasks more predictable.
Furthermore, the activities of this task involved the collaboration with partner EVI collaborated in
improving the Linux SCHED_DEADLINE real-time scheduler, enhancing it with a slack reclaiming
mechanism (GRUB), as detailed in WP4. The plan is to later integrate such a scheduling support
with the cpufreq subsystem aiming at reducing the energy consumption while respecting the realtime guarantees. In particular, a power-aware version of the GRUB algorithm will be implemented
in Linux, and detailed in upcoming deliverables.

Task 5.2 Memory-Aware Scheduling on Accelerators
Within the activities of WP3, a software technique to predictably arbitrate main memory usage in
heterogeneous SoCs has been proposed. This technique, labelled GPUguard, borrows from the
Predictable Execution Model (PREM), and operates by orchestrating CPU and GPU accesses to
DRAM, based on the division of accelerator workloads into memory and computation phases. A
prototype of the scheme has been implemented and evaluated on the NVIDIA Tegra TX1 SoC,
featuring an ARM big.LITTLE multi-core CPU and an NVIDIA Maxwell GPU sharing a single global
memory. Experiments indicate that the presented scheme can reduce the adverse effects of
memory sharing, while retaining a high throughput on both the CPU and accelerator. The way to
co-schedule memory accesses by host and accelerator will be the subject of our coming research
for task 5.2.
An alternative co-scheduling framework, labelled SiGAMMA (SiG), has been proposed for
eliminating the interference on CPU tasks caused by memory contention with GPUs. On CPU side,
SiG assumes that tasks are compliant with PREM (PREdictable Execution Model), while, on GPU
side, SiG implements a two-step strategy to make the execution of (GPU) tasks controllable. The
two steps are: 1) splitting copy-engine transfers into configurable-size chunks, 2) blocking
computations on the execute engine, when needed, by forcing the execution of a spinning highpriority task. SiG then implements the following simple policy: GPU memory-transfer chunks and
GPU computations are allowed to execute only while no task on the CPU is in a PREM memory
phase.
According to our experimental results, SiG proves to be very effective in guaranteeing almost null
inflation to memory phases of CPU tasks, while at the same time avoiding excessive starvation of
GPU tasks. In addition, SiG is a concrete starting point to implement more general and symmetric
frameworks, which may implement more complex policies than just giving strict priority to CPU
memory phases.
Task 5.3 Integrated Schedulability Analysis
The activities if task 5.3 have been preliminarily aiming at characterizing the penalties and
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overhead of the kernel mechanisms and runtime support needed to enforce the devised coscheduling framework. An initial scheme of the co-scheduling support has been designed to be
implemented at hypervisor level, coordinating the activities of all involved components. In the
next months, the implementation of the envisioned mechanism will provide sufficient evidences
on the related overhead, driving the selection of appropriate real-time scheduling algorithms that
are aware of the timing requirements of the addressed workloads.

Statement on the use of resources
No significant deviation has been registered with respect to the planned effort during the first
phase of the project. However, a slight overspending may be required for the next period due to
the effort required to port the framework to both selected architectures.
W ork Package 6 – Industrial Exploitation
Task 6.1 Application Exploitation:
The preliminary exploitation activities aimed at providing a clear overview of why, how and what
can Hercules provide to achieve a concrete academic and industrial impact, promoting and
fostering strategic and sustainable innovation throughout EU countries. The result of these
activities has been described in the submitted deliverable D6.1.
All the partners involved in the Hercules project have specific interests in exploiting the project
results. Several exploitable results have been identified so far. They include:
1. The Integrated Hercules Framework, that will be exploited in the industrial domain;
2. The software packages of two Use Cases, namely the Automotive Use Case and Avionic
Use Case;
3. Individual Exploitation Activities of specific algorithms/tools/blocks of the Hercules
toolchain
As a consequence of reviewers' recommendation RC1 at the first project review (project period
01.01.16 - 30.09.16) and to strengthen the integration of the avionic domain in the project
framework, PITOM and AGI identified an additional Avionic UC involving commercial small drones
to exploit Hercules in the computer vision target domain for avionic systems. To address
"recommendation for future work" RF3, an internal document on defining a common
understanding of the target TRL is under development, where each partner is providing
information on the TRL of each exploitation result.
Task 6.2 Integrated Framework Exploitation
As part of the exploitation strategy, an initial list of members of the Industrial Advisory Board (IAB)
was already setup and described in the Description of Action document (DoA). The Hercules IAB
is a team of industrial experts who will promote the dissemination and exploitation of the project
within their companies. During the first 18 months of the project, 7 new members joined the
project IAB and many other companies has been contacted and informed about the project
progresses.
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The project consortium is continuously organizing brokerage meeting with industrial partner to
investigate their interest in the Hercules framework.
An idea to develop a self-driving improved safety kit for semi-autonomous vehicle (DriveBox) was
presented during the Emilia-Romagna Smart CUP competition (complete description of the
project and its business plan available in D6.1 Annex)
Task 6.3 Open-Source Take Up
The open source strategy plan D6.3 has been submitted at the end of 2016, as stated in the DoA.
Most of the open source licenses have been examined, and according to the preliminary
exploitation strategy, preferable licensing options have been identified (see deliverable D6.1 for a
thorough discussion).
Statement on the use of resources
No deviation has been reported with relation to the planned effort.

Work Package 7 – Management & Dissemination
Task 7.1 Project Coordination
University of Modena and Reggio Emilia is in charge of project coordination. The coordination
ensured the quality and progress monitoring of project activities and the submission of the
deliverables, as well as the correct reporting of the project expenditure. Some delay in the
submission of a deliverables did not affect the activity of any other tasks, but it was due to a
double round of internal review of the documents by all partners. UNIMORE guaranteed an
effective communication with the project partners as well as with the IAB and the PO. The
coordinator coordinated the joint effort of preparing and collecting all project’s legal documents:
Consortium Agreement, NDA, IAB, and ensured their fulfillment. The pre-financing installment
received has been transferred in the shortest time possible to the project partners. All the
management structure of the project is shown in details in deliverable D7.1 (project management
plan).
Change in the consortium
There were no changes in the consortium.
Prior to the official start of the Project, a change in the DoA was required as one of the partner,
included in the original submitted proposal. Vislab was acquired by a US company and decided to
leave the original proposal consortium. To assure the positive start of the project, after some
exploration, Pitom Snc was identified as the perfect candidate to carry out tasks that were initially
assigned to Vislab. PIT is a SME based in Pisa with a strong yearly expertise in autonomous driving
systems for UAV and marine drones.
UNIMORE has been responsible of the logistics of several meetings organized both in Italy and in
Bruxelles. Moreover, it has been in charge to setup both the first Industrial Advisory Board (IAB)
Workshop (in Turin, at MM facilities), and the second Industrial Advisory Board (IAB) Workshop in
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Prague, in collaboration with CTU.
The precious feedback received from the IAB members, as well as answers/clarifications from
project partners, have been described in detail in deliverables D6.1 (for the first IAB meeting), and
D7.7 (for the second).
The project coordination team collaborated to promote cooperation and exchange of ideas with
the members of the IAB and to maximize the impact of the project outcomes in the industrial
domain, as part of the T6.3 (framework exploitation).
Reviewers’ Comments follow up:
Following reviewers' recommendation (RF1), the coordinator provided the project partners a
Rolling Action Item List (RAIL) to assure the quality monitoring of each project tasks and subtasks,
which is being continuously updated on any risk and deviation. For the future, REDMINE on line
project management tool will be put in place, and tested.
List of project meetings:
1. Preparatory meeting in Modena prior to GA start, 10th of November 2015
2. Kick Off: Modena, 2016, January 12th-23th
3. Bilateral meeting MM-EVI: Bologna, 2016 January 27th
4. Bilateral meeting AVI-MM: Pisa, 2016 April 14th
5. General Assembly: Modena, 2016 April 21st
6. General Assembly & 1° Workshop: Turin, 2016 May 9th-10th
7. General Assembly: Modena 2016, September 7th
8. WP dedicated technical meeting: Modena, 2016, October 7th
9. General Assembly & Review Meeting: Bruxelles, 2016 October 19th-20th
10. WP dedicated technical meeting: Modena, 2016, November 4th
11. General Assembly: Modena 2017, January 20th
12. Technical meeting: CTU-UNIMORE-ETHZ: 2017 Modena, February 22th . 24th
13. Technical meeting: MM- UNIMORE-ETHZ: 2017 Modena, March 7th
14. General Assembly & 2° Workshop: Prague, 2017, 12th-13th June
Task 7.2 Collaboration and Communication Tools
The collaboration and communication tools that the project coordinator made available for the
project partners are described in depth in deliverable D7.5. The deliverable describes both the
internal and the external collaborative and communications tools.
Among the collaborative tools provided to the project partner since the very start of the project:
- Dedicated mailing list (managed by CTU);
- SVN repository for both scientific and codes documents (managed by UNIMORE);
- UNIMORE TC Webex platform to support multi-conferences among project partners;
- Gantt chart, Deliverables, Milestones and updated to-do list;
- Minutes of project meeting and workshops;
- Google docs for shared revision technical documents.
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For the external communication, EC compulsory dissemination and disclaimers rules have been
notified, providing the following instruments/tools:
- Project logo developed ad hoc and approved by all the partners;
- Project web site (www.hercules2020.eu);
- Social media accounts (Linkedin ,Twitter);
- Template for Powerpoint presentation and deliverables;
- Template for official project presentation and poster format;
- Roll up banner;
- Flyers.
Task 7.3 Dissemination
The Dissemination plan (D7.6) has been prepared by CTU in collaboration with UNIMORE. Due to
a bug related to editing problem, it was initially rejected (RC2) and re-uploaded in the correct
format at the end of the year.
The scope of the dissemination plan is to raise interest by industrial and end user, promoting the
related research in academic curricula, as well as the exploitation in relevant domains.
The four main targets stakeholders identified are:
1. Technical leaders and engineer of companies with special interest in high performance
computing and predictability;
2. Academics;
3. General Public;
4. Investors.
To target each one of these stakeholders, the following dissemination tools and activities have
been developed so far:
Project website: www.Hercules2020.eu. The project website has been setup by UNIMORE and
CTU, and it's hosted ad UNIMORE's servers.
Twitter account creation: #Hercules2020
LinkedIn account group: Hercules2020
Newspaper interviews:

Date

Description

Links

Feb 2016

CTU Prof. Hanzálek was interviewed by
Czech high-profile magazine “Ekonom”
about self-driving cars:

http://byznys.ihned.cz/c1-65151710populace-starne-poptavkapoautonomnich-vozech-zesili-rikacesky-vyvojar-auta-bez-ridice/

Feb 2016

CTU Prof. Hanzálek gave an interview about
autonomous driving cars to private radio
station “Radio Impuls”

http://www.impuls.cz/clanky/2016/03
/zdenek-hanzalek-autabez-ridice-tubudou-do-deseti-let/
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M ay 2016

Newspaper article: Marcella Scapinelli,
“UNIMORE è capofila del progetto
Hercules” Sassuolo 2000, 29th of May,
2016

http://sassuolo2000.it/2016/05/29/un
iversita-degli-studi-di-modena-ereggio-emilia-e-capofila-delprogetto-europeo-Hercules/

M ay 2016

Dario D’Elia: “Hercules is the European
answer to Google and Tesla”, TOM’S
HARDWARE (Italy, Germany), 23-26 May
2016

https://www.tomshw.it/Herculesprogetto-europeo-va-oltre-googlecar-76914

Jun 2016

PIT HERCULES was a part of a 2-page
interview in Italian magazin “IL GIORNALE”

https://issuu.com/golfarellieditoreinte
rnationalgroup/docs/valoreexportweb_low/56?e=19568043%2F
37151195

Jun 2016

PIT English version of the above mentioned https://issuu.com/golfarellieditoreinte
interview was distributed internationally, rnationalgroup/docs/italian_valuemainly to the Italian Chamber of Commerce sett-16_low/48
worldwide, who distributed it to local
industries and professionals

Jul 2016

UNIMORE Newspaper interview: Gaetano
Cervone, “Anche Modena in pista con
l’auto senza pilota”, Gazzetta di Modena,
5th fo July 2016.

Oct 2016

UNIMORE Paolo Burgio was interview by
Italian TV channel TRC. The intterview was
broadcasted on 19 October 2016 at 14:00,
15:00 and 19:30. It was also put on Sky
channels 15 and 827.

Nov 2016

UNIMORE Marko Bertogna talked about
Hercules at Italia Digitale event in Milan.
Press release

http://www.tomshardware.de/Hercul
es-horizon-2020-selbstfahrendeautos-self-driving-carsembedded,news-255782.html

about that event was printed in the most
important Italian newspaper.
Nov 2016

UNIMORE Newspaper interview: Chiara
Severgnini: “Verso l’auto a guida assistita: il
progetto Hercules”, Corriere della Sera, 9th
of November 2016

http://www.corriere.it/italiadigitale/notizie/verso-auto-guidaassistita-progetto-Hercules-92fb98a4a5bf-11e6-ad7a-9882ee51fdec.shtml

M ar 2017

Federico Cella: “Cosa accadrebbe se,
invece dell’uomo, fosse la macchina a
cercare il posteggio?” STYLE Magazine,

http://style.corriere.it/topclass/come-sconfiggeremo-iltraffico/?refresh_ce-cp
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Corriere della Sera, 6 March 2017
Jun 2017

CTU Technet.cz, one of the most popular
tech-related Czech on-line magazines,
published a summary of the IAB meeting
and its relation to area of autonomous
driving at. The full article (in Czech) is
available at technet.cz.

Jun 2017

CTU presented Hercules project on the
local radio broadcast and TV -PRIMA Czech
national TV channel presented Hercules
workshop (Time 4.10) on June the 13th
evening news

http://prima.iprima.cz/zpravodajstvi/1
3062017-0

Poster, papers and keynotes have been presented at the following congresses:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

HiPEAC 2016 Conference, Workshop on Power-Efficient GPU and Many-core Computing
(PEGPUM 2016), Prague (Czech Rep) January 2016 (UNIMORE)
GPU technology Conference, Santa Clara (USA), April 2016 (UNIMORE)
21st IEEE European Test Symposium, Amsterdam (Netherland), May 2016 (EVI)
HiPEAC workshop ”Computing and CPS, Bruxelles (Belgium), June 2016, (EVI, UNIMORE)
7th International Workshop on Analysis Tools and Methodologies for Embedded and Realtime Systems (WATERS), Toulouse (France), July 2016 (UNIMORE)
Euromicro Conference on Real-Time System 2016 (ECRTS), Toulouse (France), July 2016
(UNIMORE)
Euromicro Digital System Design 2016 (DSD/SEEA), Limassol (Cirpo) September 2016
(UNIMORE)
GPU Technology Conference Europe 2016 (GTC), Amsterdam (Netherland), September
2016 (UNIMORE)
Embedded System Week 2016 (ES Week), Pittsburgh (USA), October 2016 (UNIMORE)
Real Time Linux Summit, Berlin (Germany), October 2016 (EVI)
Automotive Spin Workshop, Milan (Italy), November 2016 (EVI)
International Design and Test Symposium 2016 (IDT), Hammamet (Tunisia) December
2016 (UNIMORE)
ACM International Conference on Computing Frontiers 2016 - Workshops (LP-EMS), Como
(Italy), May 2016 (ETHZ)
19th International Workshop on Software and Compilers for Embedded Systems (SCOPES
2016), Sankt Goar (Germany), May 2016 (ETHZ)
12th HiPEAC Conference, Stockholm (Sweden) (UNIMORE)
Booth at Embedded World 2017 fair, Nuremberg (Germany), February 2017. Evidence
presented demo with NVIDIA Tegra X1 running ERIKA3 and Linux simultaneously under
the Jailhouse hypervisor. The video is available at https://goo.gl/iWt5q3 (EVIDENCE)
HiPEAC “Media skills training” in Zagreb (Croatia), April 2017, organized by. As a part of
the training, Hercules project was presented to the other participants of the workshop
(UNIMORE & CTU)
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International Conference on Computational Science (ICCS17),
Embedded Vision Summit 2017, Santa Clara (USA), (AGI)
NVIDIA GPU Technology conference 2017 (GTC), San Josè (USA), May 2017 (UNIMORE)
Enabling Technologies: Infrastructure for Collaborative Enterprises (WETICE), Poznan
(Poland) June 2017 (UNIMORE)
EuroMicro Conference on Real-Time System 2017 (ECRTS), Dubrovnik (Croatia)
(UNIMORE)

Brokerage:
• ICT proposer day Bratislava 26-27 September 2016 (UNIMORE)
• NVIDIA headquarters during July-August 2016 (UNIMORE, ETHZ, CTU)
• XILINX, Giulio Corradi with UNIMORE
• ARM, Juri Lelli two meeting with EVI
• LINARO, Mathieu Poirier with EVI
• The Hercules consortium set up and strengthened the relationship with a cluster of EUfunded projects from the embedded domain: SHARCS 13, RAPID 14, TANGO 15. UNIMORE
is active part of the " Heterogeneity Alliance" group that is currently being built from this
cluster, and includes key industrial and academic research centres.
Pitches
• UNIMORE
reach
the
finalist
of
Emilia-Romagna
Start
Cup
(www.startcupemiliaromagna.it/2016/06/da-un-team-di-modena-la-tecnologia.html
and
took a pitch to important local investor presenting the DriveBox, Reggio Emilia (Italy),
September 2016
• PIT presented a pitch during the conference Connected Automobiles, Linate (Italy),
October 2016
• Marko Bertogna was invited to give a pitch to Modena TEDx conference, Modena (Italy)
May, 2017
Lecturers:
• Marco Caccamo (University of Illinois at Urbana Champagne), hold a lecture on October
the 28th at UNIMORE on: “Impact of Multicore in Cyber Physical Systems: challenges and
solutions”.
• Hercules was presented both to several students Bachelor and Master classes in Modena,
Zurich, Prague by each University partners, both to internal Industrial workshop in MM and
AGI.
Student competition
• CTU and UNIMORE planned to participate to F1/10 race (http:// f1tenth.org/ ), but both
spring and autumn round were canceled due to low number of participants. Never less the
students had the opportunity to compete among themselves during Prague Hercules
workshop (June 2017)
13

http://sharcs-project.eu/
http://rapid-project.eu/
15
http://www.tango-project.eu
14
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UNIMORE team took part to FCA event at Modena Racetrack, March 2017
https://youtu.be/d48kqOIEfDM

Task 7.4 Hercules Workshop Organization

Figure 5 - Group picture at Venaria (Turin) during the first IAB Workshop, with MM semi-autonomous vehicles

In May 10th, 31 members among IAB and project partners assisted to the first workshop held in
Venaria Reale (TO), Italy, at MM’s official location to introduce to the IAB the results of the first
Milestone. In the first workshop, IAB members participated to a full-day meeting where the
consortium presented the Hercules vision and intermediate results. IAB members were asked to
evaluate the ongoing work on Hercules against their companies’ requirements, to ensure that the
project results could be tuned along the upcoming industrial needs.
IAB members were asked to give feedbacks in the following areas:
1. Strong/weak point of the Hercules project;
2. List of products that may be improved using Hercules technology;
3. Services expected from a Hercules start-up.
IAB members gave very useful feedbacks, that have been carefully taken care by the Consortium.
The complete description of feedbacks from IAB members is described in Deliverable D6.1.
During the following workshop in Prague (one year later), UNIMORE showed to the IAB all the
actions taken to address the points they raised.
Also following RF2, the IAB feedback will be continuously recorded, and any concerning progress
action will be tracked.
In June 13th, the second Hercules workshop has been organized in Prague, hosted in the new
modern CTU building. 25 participants among IAB and partners contributed to the very fruitful
meeting.
After the meeting, the IAB provided a list of questions and feedbacks that have been addressed
by each responsible partner. The list of the questions collected has been included in the D7.7.
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Figure 6 - The second IAB Workshop in Prague

Statement on the use of resources
No deviations have been reported till M18. It is worth mentioning that the project manager
contract of UNIMORE has been considered eligible under Staff cost after sharing the working
contract with Project and Financial Officer, respectively Mr. Sandro D’Elia and Mrs. Kate Schwab,
who reassured that this contract is eligible under Natural Person rule (GA: Art. 6.2_A2).
1.4.

Impact

The impact of the HERCULES project relates to both industrial/commercial activities and
contribution to open source and research community.
The work done during these 18 months has already started impacting the related open-source
communities, releasing initial building blocks of core components, such as the porting of
Jailhouse on the selected platforms, and the patches developed for the Linux kernel. This work
will continue in the remainder of the project with the final versions of the open source
components.
Moreover, many papers have already been published and other have been submitted to
important journals (see the full publications lists below). The principal research contribution relates
to the adoption and promotion of a scheduling methodology based on the PRedictable Execution
Model (PREM), in order to improve the predictability of heterogeneous multi-core platforms in
shared memory environments. For example, GPUGuard has been proposed as a mechanism to
arbitrate the access to shared memory resources between the CPU and GPU complexes with realtime guarantees.
On a commercial perspective, a large effort has been made by project partners to establish tight
industrial contact with potential customers/adopters of the Hercules framework, or of some of its
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building components. A tight collaboration has been established with the platform providers of
the two selected architectures: Nvidia and Xilinx. The coordinator and a subset of project partners
visited the headquarters of the company to access low level details needed to implement the
targeted scheduling mechanisms, and to promote the adoption of the project results in future
software releases.
Evidence continued the development of its main product, Erika Enterprise – a Real-Time
Operating Sytem (RTOS) that manages the "little" cores in the SoC (in case of the Tegra X2, the
A57 cores), porting it on top of Jailhouse, and providing a basic AUTOSAR RTE support to open
up the company to the need of automotive OEMs and Tier 1’s. Some of the above results have
already been showcased at industrial trade shows and conferences.
Beside the members of the IAB, HERCULES partners dedicated a lot of effort in presenting the
HERCULES framework to main industrial players in different domains: automotive (OEMs such as
Maserati, Energica,etc.; TIER 1 such as Bosch, Continental, Autoliv, Egicon, etc.), avionic
(Finmeccanica/Leonardo, Honeywell, Archon, etc.), industrial automation (Tetra Pak, SACMI, IMA,
GD, Comau, etc.), and others (Doxee, Bylogix, Pluservice, etc.).
The work in this initial period allowed creating the building blocks from which the milestone will
be composed. All these efforts are addressing the main expected impacts described in the
proposal:
1. Reinforce and broaden Europe's strong position in low-power computing in traditional and
new market segments by strengthening the technology competences of European
suppliers and the academic community”.
• Automotive
• Avionics
ð The technology developed within Hercules has never been previously adopted by any
company in its industrial settings. As an addition, by setting up the first complete
framework for automotive, avionics and industrial automation system based on embedded
many-core, Hercules represents the first full-fledged baseline platform to exercise state-ofthe-art academic findings in these domains. Moreover, the industrial partners (MM and
AGI) participating to the consortium are among the main world players of the specific
domains, and they are further strengthening their position thanks to this strategic
cooperation.
2. Reduction of energy consumption of servers by 2 orders of magnitude as compared to
state of the art in 2013”.
ð Preliminary results showed that the impact of memory contention to energy consumption
may be significant (see deliverable D2.2). Also, porting the industrial use case applications
to the target embedded platforms will allow a tremendous improvement in the power
consumption, provided the predictability problems of these intertwined architectures are
solved thanks to the Hercules framework. Despite Hercules technological baseline doesn't
target server-based systems, the methodologies, tools and technology developed within
the project may be potentially adopted also in that specific domain.
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3. Double the productivity in efficiently programming and maintaining advanced computing
systems
ð The adoption of OpenMP as a programming interface enables quick code refactoring and
porting on power-efficient many-cores. This has a tremendous impact on programmers'
productivity. Also, the consortium is working to hide all the complex scheduling
mechanisms behind this simple programming level, providing compiler support, execution
models, co-scheduler, and related schedulability analysis tools that are transparent to the
programmer, provided the code complies with some requirements that are typical for realtime applications.
4. Powering cyber-physical systems as compared to state of the art in programming
embedded systems in 2013.
ð The next-generation of cyber-physical systems is increasingly adopting power-efficient,
high-performance platforms such as the ones targeted in Hercules. Being the approach of
the project purely at the software level, it can be easily integrated in a CPS platform,
provided some key building blocks be properly ported.
5. Increase the adoption of form-factor data-centres and heterogeneous highly parallel
computing systems.
ð As previously explained, Hercules framework may be potentially adopted within data
centre settings.
6. Higher involvement of SMEs, both on the supply and the demand-side.
ð Both SMEs involved in the consortium will achieve tremendous benefits by the project. EVI
will strengthen its position as one of the main providers of RTOS for embedded and multicore systems; PIT will enrich its portfolio of advanced computer vision algorithms for
drones and UAV. As an addition, EVI committed to develop a AUTOSAR Run-Time
Environment (RTE) generator for ERIKA Enterprise, that was not originally planned, to
properly support MM’s automotive use case, further strengthening the cooperation
between consortium partners, also when Hercules will be completed, in December 2018.
7. Increased adoption of concurrency in applications across all sectors; higher degree of
parallelism in applications; increased public trust in embedded applications due to secure
and reliable architectures.
ð The Hercules project assesses the applicability of multi- and many-core embedded
accelerators in safety-critical settings, i.e., certified ISO26262 for automotive, DO-178C for
avionics, IEC61508 for industrial systems. By doing so, Hercules improves the trust that
industry has in such platforms as applicable to systems with high predictability and
reliability requirements. Hercules also promotes the adoption of parallel architectures and
parallel programming models in the next generation of industrial embedded systems.
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1.5.

for

Progress beyond the state of the art (including the socio-economic
impact and the wider societal implications of the project so far)

The main target of Hercules project is to build an Integrated Software Framework for ensuring
predictability at minimal performance loss on top of COTS platforms. In this first phase, significant
progresses have been achieved towards this goal, as detailed in the previous sections and in
referred deliverables.
At the end of the project, the Hercules framework is expected to achieve a TRL5/6. For a further
commercialization phase, industrial activities, also carried out by spin-off companies created by a
subset of Hercules partners, are foreseen to push the TRL of the framework and/or selected
components to higher values. At this stage, it is still too early for the Consortium to foresee
specific partnership and commercialization chances.
It is anyhow intention of the Consortium to exploit the full software stack resulting from Hercules.
A preliminary list of commercial exploitable results is presented in the table below, as well as their
exploitation form and market domain.
Exploitable results

Leading
partner

Exploitation form

Market domain
Avionics
Automotive
ICT-Energy Efficiency
New Parallel
Programming Libraries
Industrial automation

Hercules Integrated
Framework

UNIMORE

Direct industrial use
Technology transfer
License agreement
Publications

Automotive Use Case

MM

Technology transfer

Automotive

Avionics Use Case

AGI

Technology transfer

Aerial

UNIMORE

Technology transfer
License agreement
Publications

Automotive
Industrial automation
Precision Agriculture

CTU

Technology transfer
License agreement
Publications

Automotive
Military
Industrial automation

Compiler modules

ETHZ

Technology transfer
Publications

ICT-Energy Efficiency
New Parallel
Programming

Runtime library

ETHZ

FPGA

ETHZ

Hypervisor

EVI

Scheduling algorithms

PREM scheduling

Technology transfer
Publications
Technology transfer
Publications
Direct industrial Use
Technology transfer

ICT-Energy Efficiency
New Parallel
Programming
Automotive
Industrial automation
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ERIKA Enterprise

EVI

Direct industrial Use

Automotive
Industrial automation

AUTOSAR RTE

EVI

Direct industrial Use

Automotive
Industrial automation

Computer Vision
applications

PIT

Direct industrial Use

Automotive
Avionics
Industrial automation
Precision Agriculture

HW central electronics
module

MM

Direct industrial use
Technology transfer

Automotive

The new drone software stack for the avionic use case branch opens up to novel exploitation
capabilities, allowing partners to make use of the aerial platform to demonstrate workload
intensive applications with real-time constraints on a small flying vehicle. The Hercules Autopilot
will become one of the autopilot with the highest computational power on the aerial drone
market with MTOW < 25kg, and the only one featuring tight real-time, vision-based closed-loop
control.
This activity will foster the production of customizable Autopilots, that will be portable to Aerial,
Ground and Marine Unmanned Vehicles, integrating Guidance, Navigation, Control, and
Perception Systems on the same hardware with real-time features. Environmental Perception
functionalities and hardware platforms are comparable to the current market offer of DJI, the
world market-leader for production of aerial drones with MTOW < 25kg for professional
applications.
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2.

for

DELIVERABLES

List the deliverables (in which the partner has been involved) in this reporting period, as indicated in Annex I to the Grant
Agreement:
Del. No.

Deliverable
name

Related
WP No.

Lead
Type
beneficiary

D1.1

Application
Requirement
Parallel
Applications
Specification
of Hardware
Platforms
Detailed
Characterizati
on
of
Platforms
Programming
model(s)
analysis and
selections
Preliminary
support
for
predictability

WP1

MM

Report

Dissemination Delivery
Level
date from
Annex I
PU
2016.06.30

WP1

AGI

Report

CO

WP2

MM

Report

WP2

ETHZ

WP3

WP3

D1.2
D2.1

D2.2

D3.1

D3.2

Actual
Status
Delivery
Date
2016.08.19 Submitted

Comments

Ok

PU

2017.06.30 2017.08.01 ReSubmitted
2016.06.30 2016.08.19 Submitted

Version
updated
Ok

Report

PU

2017.06.30 2017.07.14 Submitted

Ok

ETHZ

Report

PU

2016.06.30 2016.08.14 Submitted

Ok

ETHZ

Demo

CO

2016.06.30 2016.08.14 Submitted

Ok
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D3.4

D4.1

D4.3

D6.1

D6.3
D7.1

D7.2

in
the
accelerator
programing
environment
Preliminary
runtime
for
parallel
heterogeneo
us platforms
Real-time
Linux
preliminary
Lightweight
RTOS
preliminary
Preliminary
exploitation
plan
Open Source
Strategy plan
Project
management
plan
Year
1
Periodic
Report

for

WP3

ETHZ

Demo

CO

2016.06.30 2016.08.19 Submitted

Ok

WP4

EVI

Demo

CO

2016.06.30 2016.08.19 Submitted

Ok

WP4

EVI

Demo

CO

2016.06.30 2016.08.19 Submitted

Ok

WP6

PIT

Report

PU

2016.12.31 2016.12.29 Submitted

Ok

WP6

EVI

Report

PU

2016.12.31 2016.12.26 Submitted

Ok

WP7

UNIMORE

Report

PU

2016.03.31 2016.04.26 Submitted

Ok

WP7

UNIMORE

Report

PU

2016.12.31 2017.08.30 Submitted

The report
has been
updated
up to M18
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D7.5

D7.6
D7.7

Collaboration WP7
and
communicatio
n tools
Dissemination WP7
Plan
Preliminary
WP7
Dissemination
report

for

UNIMORE

Report
Website

PU

2016.03.31 2016.04.26 Submitted

as
was
requested
to make it
coinciding
with
EC
the
reporting
period to
lightweigh
t
the
managem
ent effort
at least in
the
first
phase.
Ok

CTU

Report

CO

CTU

Report

CO

2016.06.30 2017.01.09 Resubmitted
2017.06.30 2017.07.14 Submitted

Editing
corrected
Ok
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3.

for

MILESTONES

List the milestones (in which the partner has been involved) in this reporting period, as indicated in Annex I to the Grant
Agreement:
Mil. No.

Milestone
name

MS1

Requirement WP1, WP2, UNIMORE, 2016.05.10 D1.1;
D2.1; Yes
specification WP3
MM, AGI,
D3.1
PIT, ETHZ
Internal
WP1,WP2, UNIMORE, 2017.06.13 D1.2,
D2.2, Yes
milestone
WP3, WP4 MM, AGI,
D3.2,
D3.4,
with
PIT, ETHZ,
D4.1, D4.3
intermediate
EVI
releases

MS2

4.

Related
WP(s) No.

Lead
beneficiary

Delivery
Means
date from verification
Annex I

of Achieved

If
not Comments
achieved
Forecast
achievement
date
Results
where
presented at the 1°
Hercules workshop
Results
where
presented at the 2°
Hercules workshop

ETHICAL ISSUES

Not applicable.
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5.
5.1.

for

EXPLANATION OF DEVIATIONS (IF APPLICABLE)
Tasks

Since the beginning of the project, some problem related to IP raised. In order to solve the
problems related to the optimization of the automotive application of partner MM on the FPGA,
legal issues with one of the partner (ETHZ) were faced signing an NDA and identifying a joint work
procedure: ETHZ has worked together with MM in their sites training MM employees allowing
them to be independent.
In the next step, ETHZ effort was to seek the best high speed communication architecture for intra
board device, with flexibility for full populated and not full populated set up.
The PCIe with a variable number of lanes is the best high speed communication techniques for
intra board device but not all the device involved managing this kind of bus.
The chosen Infineon device boasts only the Ethernet interface. This is the reason why we
forecasted a couple of high speed bus for data communication exchange: PCIe and Ethernet
allow managing all devices together or only a subset. Additionally, we added a high speed sync
serial link with the purpose of control only, due to the limited bandwidth compared to PCIe and
Ethernet. This link is shared between all the device on board. In this way limited data for control
only can run separately from big volume data for application requiring higher speed.
PITOM forecast activity on WP1 and WP2 has changed from what described in the project
proposal. Specifically, PIT commits to build a complete new drone solution to support the Avionic
Use Case, while PIT will no more work on the parallelization of the Pedestrian Detector for MM.
EVIDENCE extra activity on RTE generator for ERIKA Enterprise will request some extensions of
T4.3 initially forecasted within M7-M24, up to M30 at least, postponing the related deliverable
(D4.4 Lightweight RTOS final) and increasing EVI PM effort for this WP. No extra resources will be
needed taking in account EVI lower average PM cost.
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5.2.

for

Use of resources

Table 2 HERCULES I RP allocation of PMs

As is clear from the Person Month allocation table, no major deviations has been observed
besides some extra effort by CTU and UNIMORE on WP2 and some activity carried out on WP4.
Most of the partners that accounted more then 50% of their PMs have a lower average Person
month cost.
MM average monthly cost is lower than the one forecasted in the budget, mainly due to the fact
that some tasks were assigned to junior staff with the supervision of senior staff. For this reason,
even in the coming months of the project, MM expects to account more PMs then the one
foreseen in the DoA.
EVI experienced the same lower average monthly cost but this was due to the fact that EVIDENCE
CEO, Paolo Gai changed its kind of contract, and he is currently accounted under the SME Owner
category. Therefore, the fixed Marie Curie hour rate is lower than the previously forecasted one.
CTU average monthly cost is lower than the one foreseen in the GA, due to the involvement of a
higher amount of research fellows in the team. Therefore, a higher number of PM is expected to
be accounted without any request of extra budget.
The use of resources is pretty in line with the budget forecast distribution. However some
underspending on other direct cost is visible. This is mostly due to the fact that some equipment
purchases have been delayed due to unavailability of the required boards, and that most of the
IAB did not request any travel reimbursement. Nevertheless, some unforeseen expenditure has
been required, e.g., PIT had to purchase two small drones to fulfil the new UC demonstrator. We
expect that some reallocation from other cost to other budget line will be probable in the next
reporting period.
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Table 3 HERCULES I RP Allocation of resources

2.500.000,00 €
2.000.000,00 €
1.500.000,00 €
Planned

1.000.000,00 €

Actual

500.000,00 €
0,00 €
Personnell

Subcontract

Other direct

TOTAL
Table 4 HERCULES budget shares of accounted resources
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5.3.

for

Unforeseen subcontracting (if applicable)

The only expected subcontract, forecasted to involve early industrial adopters of HERCULES
platform, has not been assigned yet. However, a preliminary investigation on system integrator
companies specialized in the automotive domain has been carried out. No unforeseen
subcontract was requested during this period.

5.3.1

Unforeseen contribution from third party against payment or free of
charges (if applicable)

Not required.
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6.

for

RISKS AND MITIGATION ACTIONS

At the end of each period beneficiaries should give the state of play of every risk identified in Annex 1 and if necessary give new
mitigation measures:
6.1.

Forseen Risks

The following table lists the Risks identified in Annex 1. The table is read-only and it is provided as a reference for the State of Play
table below:
R
Description of Risk
Work
Proposed Risk mitigation measures
Package
concerned
[insert
risk
number as in
Annex 1]

[insert risk description as in Annex 1]

[insert
number]

R1

Difficulties to access proprietary
software to modify the runtimes
to predictably manage the
accelerator

WP2-3-4

R2

Some of the selected platforms
will be discontinued during
the project, or will show
weaknesses in the

WP2

WP

[insert mitigation measure as in Annex 1]

Will be tentatively avoided in the initial platform selection phase of Task 2.1.
Note that: - TI DSP are open; - Mali GPU supported runtimes will be provided by
ARM (IAB member); - Nvidia GPU supported runtimes will be provided by Nvidia
(IAB member); - Xilinx FPGA are programmable and the provided software are
open. Still, in the unlikely case that an architecture with a closed proprietary
runtimes will be selected, or if heavy problems will arise when accessing and
modifying the accelerator runtime, we will treat the acceleration engine as a
black box, measuring its performance and round trip response time through
extensive experimental characterization.
This risk will be tackled early at design stage, in Task 2.1. To further mitigate it,
we decided to take a redundant approach developing the framework onto two
representative platforms. If one will fail, the other one will be adopted for
exploitation.
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exploitation potential

R3

Hard real-time guarantees are
difficult to provide

R4

Technical and time-consuming WP1-2-3-4difficulties in integrating the 5
contributions from different
workpackages onto a unique
stack and toolchain
Project partners disagree on
WP7
technical content

R5

WP5

R6

Lack of sufficient effort and
expertise required to
analyze/parallelize/modify
application code

WP1

R7

Scarce availability of the
components for the target

WP2

for

This decision will be taken at milestone 2 (month 18), after the applications have
been parallelized with the selected programming model, but BEFORE the final
deployment on the hardware platform has started.
The project does not claim to be able to achieve hard real-time guarantees or
higher safety integrity levels (e.g., DAL A, ASIL 1). Still it will try to do its best to
provide real-time guarantees that are as hard as possible. If this is not feasible,
the project will characterize the kind of (soft) real-time guarantees provided and
the guaranteed performance.
Both the “technological” and communication interface among different WPs and
the research groups involved in Hercules are clearly defined since the very
beginning of the project. In order to ease the integration of different software
blocks onto a unique framework/stack, assembly and validation of individual
components is foreseen at early stages of each work package
The Hercules management structure was designed to minimize this risk. For
each WP, a leader is clearly identified with strong expertise on the specific
topic/area, to mitigate disagreement among partners and take strategic
decisions for the benefit of the whole consortium. Moreover “who is responsible
for what” is clearly defined at early stages of the project, for each WP and its
corresponding tasks. The presence of a clearly defined project management
group (supervised by UNIMORE in WP7) further mitigates this task, and enables
fast and effective corrective actions, if needed.
Application providers (MM, AGI and PIT) have deep knowledge of the source
code, and each of them is uniquely responsible for a given application, in order
to minimize conflicts and disagreements. Several partners (e.g., UNIMORE,
ETHZ, EVI) have strong expertise in parallel software development: in the
unlikely case of technical issues, these resources can be “physically” moved to
either MM, AGI and PIT facilities to support their work.
All of the components for the hardware platforms that will be selected at MS1
will be already available on the market. The platform for the avionics domain will
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hardware platforms, and effort
for integrating them

R8

Difficulties in enforcing the
desired scheduling techniques
onto the HW platform

R9

Difficulties in choosing the right WP5
mapping and scheduling
approaches to provide the
desirable performance and realtime guarantees.
Difficulties and delays in
WP2-4
understanding techniques
during the OS implementation
phase
Difficulties
in
exploiting/ WP6
pushing
the
technological
outcomes of Hercules onto
specific marked domains.

R10

R11

WP2-5

for

be provided by AGI, so there is no risk under this aspect. Hardware integration
of the platform for the automotive domain is a crucial task (it will be done during
Task 2.2 and Task 2.3) and has some degree of uncertainty. For this reason, WP2
leader MM allocated sufficient budget and time to efficiently supervise this
activity.
A thorough analysis of the hardware platforms will be performed at early stages
of Hercules to adequately select the resource allocation algorithms, avoiding this
situation. A tight interaction is foreseen between WP2 and WP5 to further
mitigating this risk.
Expert members of the consortium with significant experience in addressing and
solving this class of problems will try to solve it. Consultation with IAB and
external experts will be taken into consideration, if needed.

Organise ad-hoc technical workshops and meetings between the involved
partners (EVI, MM, AGI). Detailed technical reports describing the adopted
techniques will be provided. Fast and prompt interactions among the involved
partners is encouraged.
Each partner will let its connection network available to the consortium,
providing a wide base of “potential customers” for Hercules. If needed, a further
phase of analysis is foreseen to identify key needs for one or more specific
markets to include in the project requirements, for enhancing exploitation
opportunities.
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6.2.

Unforseen Risks

Risk No.
[insert unforeseen risk
number]

R12

6.3.

for

Description of Risk

Work
concerned

Package Proposed Risk mitigation measures

[insert risk description]

[insert WP number]

[insert mitigation measure]

Delay in the release of the new version
of the ERIKA Enterprise RTOS

WP4

Once the first release of the RTOS will be ready, we
will easily parallelize the porting activities on different
CPUs by allocating more than one engineer.

States of the Play for Risk Mitigation

Risk No. Period

Did you applied Did your risk materialise?
to
risk
mitigation
measures?

Comments

[risk
[period number]
number]

[YES]
[NO]

[YES]
[NO]

[insert comment if needed; mandatory if the risk
mitigation measures have not been applied]

R1

M1-M18

YES

NO

R2

M1-M18

YES

YES

As described in the risk mitigation measures, a
subset of HERCULES partners had access to low
level details of Nvidia proprietary architecture,
and related libraries. An ad hoc NDA has been
signed with the platform producers (NVIDIA,
Xilinx…).
The platform selected have only recently being
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R3

M1-M18

NO

NO

R4

M1-M18

YES

NO

R5

M1-M18

NO

NO

R6

M1-M18

YES

NO

R7

M1-M18

NO

NO

for

launched on the market (Apr’17) and are already
being selected by important OEMs and Tier1’s
(Tesla, Volvo, Daimler, Autoliv..). The Consortium,
as described in D1.1, decided to work with two
different platforms. Some partners are having
problem receiving Xilinx Ultrascale. On this
regards EVI that is part of AXIOM project,
requested SECO to provide new boards for
HERCULES partners too.
We are still quite early in with WP to evaluate this
risk.
There is a positive cooperation among the project
partners and work packages in selected topics.
As a risk mitigation, the two-step delivery will
allow foreseeing integration issues at an early
stage. PITOM and AGI identified an additional
Avionic UC involving commercial small drones to
exploit Hercules in the computer vision and
autopilot target domain for small drone systems.
For the time being all the decisions have been
taken with a unanimity agreement.
The good collaboration among University and
industrial partners allowed bypassing IP related
issues. An ad hoc training has been provided by
ETHZ to MM to make them independent in the
analysis. PIT offered an open source autopilot SW
for small drones to provide an additional UC for
the avionic domain.
Two different platforms have been selected for
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R8

M1-M18

YES

YES

R9

M1-M18

NO

NO

R10

M1-M18

NO

YES

R11

M1-M18

NO

NO

R12

M1-M18

YES

YES

for

the Automotive domain, where MM already has
working prototypes of the autonomous vehicles
supporting
electronic
steering/acceleration/breaking. For the avionic
domain use case, AGI preferred to select NVIDIA
Tegra for an easy integration of the UC
demonstrator.
The first part of the project dedicated a thorough
effort in analysing the targeted architectures and
their predictability bottlenecks, trying to figure
out the possible ways to implement the devised
co-scheduling mechanisms. Different potential
solutions have been devised. The collaboration
among WP2-5 is in progress, and it will lead to a
working
implementation
of
the
devised
mechanisms in this second part of the project.
We are still quite early in with WP to evaluate this
risk.
Regular meeting and telcos have been taken
place among different subsets of partners,
ensuring a correct understanding of the devised
methods, terminology, targets and plans.
Some preliminary difficulties to define a common
agreement on TRL occurred. PIT therefore
submitted a new questionnaire to better
understand the TRL of each partner, monitoring
the exploitation of intermediate results according
to a common agreed TRA method.
Erika Enterprise has been released
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7.
7.1.

for

DISSEMINATION AND EXPLOITATION OF THE RESULTS
Scientific publications 16

Type
of
scientific
publication

Title of the scientific
publication

DOI

ISSN
or
eSSN

Authors

Title of the journal
or equivalent

Numb
er,
date

Publish
er

Place of
publicati
on

Year
of
publicati
on

Relevant
pages

Public &
private
participati
on

Peerrevie
w

[Article in
journal]
[Publication
in
conference
proceeding/
workshop]
[Books/Mon
ographs]
[Chapters in
books]
[Thesis/diss
ertation]

[insert title of the
publication]

[insert
DOI
referenc
e]

[insert
ISSN
or
eSSN
numb
er]

[insert authors'
name(s)]

[insert title of the
journal]

[insert
numbe
r of the
journal
]
[insert
month
of the
public
ation]
[insert
year of
the
public
ation]

[insert
name of
the
publish
er]

[insert
place of
publicati
on]

[insert
year
of
the
publicati
on]

[insert
first page
of the
publicati
on]
[insert
last page
of
the
publicati
on]

[YES]
[NO]

[YES]
[NO]

Publication
in
conference

Schedulability and
Timing Analysis of
Mixed Preemptive-

Ignacio Sanudo,
Paolo
Burgio
and
Marko

7th
International
Workshop
on
Analysis Tools and

WATER

Toulouse

2016

[YES]

[YES]

Is/Will
open
access
provided
to
this
publicati
on
[Yes Green
OA
[insert
the
length of
embargo
if any]]
[Yes Gold OA
[insert
the
amount
of
processi
ng
charges
in EUR if
any]]
[NO]
[NO]

16

Both the joint publications coming from public and private project participants as well as from private/public project participants with public/private organisations outside the consortium (as long as
they are related to the funded project) should be reported
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proceeding
s

Cooperative Tasks
on a Partitioned
Multi-Core System

Bertogna,

Proceeding
s in
conference
proceeding
s

Enabling
predictable
parallelism in singleGPU systems with
persistent
CUDA
threads
A software stack for
next-generation
automotive systems
on
many-core
heterogeneous
platforms

Paolo Burgio

Article in
Journal

for

Methodologies for
Embedded
and
Real-time Systems
(WATERS),
in
conjunction
with
ECRTS
28th
Euromicro
Conference on RealTime
Systems
(ECRTS16),

10.1016
/j.micpr
o.2017.0
6.016

01419
331

Paolo
Burgio,
Marko Bertogna,
Ignacio Sanudo,
Paolo
Gai,
Andrea
Marongiu
and
Michal Sojka

European Projects in
Digital
System
Design (EP-DSD),

Proceedings of the
19th
International
Workshop
on
Software
and
Compilers
for
Embedded Systems
High
Performance
Computing
&
Simulation (HPCS),
2016 International
Conference
on
Cloud
Computing
and Service for High
Performance
Computing
Proceedings of the
ACM International
Conference
on
Computing Frontiers

Publication
in
conference
proceeding
s

Exploring
Single
Source
Shortest
Path Parallelization
on Shared Memory
Accelerators

10.1145
/290636
3.29159
25

97814
50343
206

Daniele Palossi,
Andrea
Marongiu

Publication
in
conference
proceeding
s

On the effectiveness
of OpenMP teams
for
cluster-based
many-core
accelerators

10.1109
/HPCSi
m.2016.
7568399

978-1509020881

Alessandro
Capotondi,
Andrea
Marongiu

Publication
in
conference
proceeding

An energy-efficient
parallel
algorithm
for real-time nearoptimal UAV path

10.1145
/290315
0.29117
12

97814
50341
288

Daniele Palossi,
Michele
Furci,
Roberto Naldi,
Andrea

52

ECRTS

Toulouse

2016

[YES]

[YES]

[NO]

Euromic
ro
Confere
nce on
Digital
System
Design

Limassol

2016

299-311

[YES]

[YES]

[NO]

ACM

New York

2016

197-200

[NO]

[YES]

[NO]

IEEE

Innsbruk

2016

667-674

[YES]

[YES]

[NO]

ACM

New York

2016

392-397

[NO]

[YES]

[NO]
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s

planning

Article in
Journal

GPU-Accelerated
Real-Time
Path
Planning and the
Predictable
Execution Model
Ultra
low-power
visual odometry for
nano-scale
unmanned
aerial
vehicles

Publication
in
Conference
proceeding
s/Workshop

10.1016
/j.procs.
2017.05.
219

18770
509

10.2391
9/DATE.
2017.79
27257

978-398153
70-8-6

Marongiu,
Lorenzo
Marconi,
Luca
Benini
Bjoern Forsberg,
Daniele Palossi,
Andrea
Marongiu, Luca
Benini,
Daniele Palossi,
Andrea
Marongiu, Luca
Benini,

for

International
Conference
on
Computational
Science
(ICCS17),
2017
International

108

ELSEVI
ER B.V.

Zurich

2017

24282432

[YES]

[YES]

[NO]

IEEE

Lausanne

2017

16471650

[YES]

[YES]

[NO]

ACM
Press

New York

2’17

85-88

[NO]

[YES]

[NO]

IEEE

Vieste

2017

170-175

[YES]

[YES]

[NO]

ACM
Press

New York

2017

79-88

[NO]

[YES]

[NO]

IEEE
Systems
, Man,
and

USA

2017

1-12

[YES]

[YES]

[NO]

conference on
Design, Automation
and Test in Europe
(DATE17), 2017

Publication
in
Conference
proceeding
s/Workshop

On the Accuracy of
Near-Optimal CPUBased Path Planning
for UAVs

10.1145
/307865
9.30790
72

97814
50350
396

Daniele Palossi,
Andrea
Marongiu, Luca
Benini,

Publication
in
Conference
proceeding
s/Workshop

Target Following on
Nano-Scale
Unmanned
Aerial
Vehicles"

10.1109
/IWASI.2
017.797
4242

978-1509067077

Daniele Palossi,
Jaskirat Singh,
Michele Magno,
Luca Benini,

Publication
in
Conference
proceeding
s/Workshop

Self-Sustainability in
Nano
Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles: A
Blimp Case Study

10.1145
/307556
4.30755
80

97814
50344
876

Article in
Journal

Francesco Conti,
Daniele
Palossi,
Renzo
Andri,
Michele
Magno,

10.1109
/THMS.2
016.262
3482

21682
291

Daniele Palossi,
Andres Gomez,
Stefan
Draskovic, Kevin
Keller,
Luca
Benini,
Lothar
Thiele
Accelerated
Visual Context
Classification on
a
Low-Power

International
Workshop
on
Software
and
Compilers
for
Embedded Systems
(SCOPES17), 2017
International
Workshop
on
Andvances
in
Sensors
and
Interfaces (IWASI17),
2017
Computing Frontiers
(CF17), 2017

IEEE Transactions
on Human-Machine
Systems, 2017
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Luca Benini

for

Smartwatch"

Publication
in
Conference
proceeding
s/Workshop

Towards predictable
execution model on
ARM-based
heterogeneous
platforms

10.1109
/ISIE.20
17.8001
432

Article in
Journal

Time-Triggered CoScheduling
of
Computation
and
Communication with
Jitter Requirements

10.1109
/TC.201
7.27224
43

00189
340

Anna Minaeva,
Benny Akesson,
Zdenek
Hanzalek,
Dakshina Dasari

Publication
in
Conference
proceeding
s/Workshop

Adaptive
Coordination
in
Autonomous
Driving: Motivations
and Perspectives

10.1109
/WETIC
E.2017.4
5

978-1538617595

Marko Bertogna,
Paolo
Burgio,
Giacomo Cabri,
Nicola
Capodieci

978-1509014125

Premysl
Houdek, Michal
Sojka,
Zdenek
Hanzalek

IEEE 26th

Cybern
etics
Society
IEEE

Edinburg
h

2017

12971302

[YES]

[YES]

[NO]

Institute
of
Electric
al and
Electro
nics
Enginee
rs
IEEE

USA

2017

1-1

[YES]

[YES]

[NO]

Poznan

2017

15-17

[YES]

[YES]

[NO]

IEEE

Jeju
Island,
Korea

2017

659-665

[YES]

[YES]

[NO]

ECRTS’
17

Dubrovni
k

2017

International
Symposium on
Industrial Electronics
(ISIE)
IEEE Transactions
on Computers

IEEE 26th
International
Conference on
Enabling
Technologies:
Infrastructure for
Collaborative
Enterprises
(WETICE)

Publication
in
Conference
proceeding
s/Workshop

Publication
in

A static scheduling
approach to enable
safety-critical
OpenMP
applications

HGT: an opensource framework

10.1109
/ASPDA
C.2017.
7858399

978-1509015580

Alessandra
Melani, Maria A.
Serrano, Marko
Bertogna,
Isabella Cerutti,
Eduardo
Quinones,
Giorgio Buttazzo
Ignacio Sanudo,
Paolo Burgio

22nd Asia and South
Pacific Design
Automation
Conference (ASPDAC)
International
Workshop on
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Conference
proceeding
s/Workshop

for simulating
parallel real-time
tasks

and Marko
Bertogna:

Publication
in
Conference
proceeding
s/Workshop

End-ToEnd Latency
Characterization of
Implicit and LET
Communication
Models
Memory
Interference
Characterization
between CPU cores
and
integrated
GPUs
MixedCriticality Platforms

Jorge Luis
Martinez Garcia,
Ignacio Sanudo,
Paolo Burgio,
Marko Bertogna:

To appear
in
Conference
proceeding
s/Workshop

Roberto
Cavicchioli,
Nicola
Capodieci,
Marko Bertogna

for

Analysis Tools and
Methodologies for
Embedded and
Real-time Systems
(WATERS) 2017
WATERS
Industrial Challenge
2017

22° IEEE

ECRTS
‘17

Dubrovni
k

2017

[YES]

[YES]

[NO]

IEEE

Limassol

2017

[YES]

[YES]

[NO]

FDL

Verona

2017

[YES]

[YES]

[NO]

International
Conference on
Emerging
Technologies and
Factory Automation
(ETFA 2017)

To appear
in
Conference
proceeding
s/Workshop

An
emulation
framework
for
closed
source
components
in
multi-core
automotive
platforms

Ignacio Sanudo,
Paolo
Burgio
and
Marko
Bertogna

Forum on
specification &
Design Languages
(FDL) 2017 – Special
Session on Design
and test of
Automotive
Embedded System
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7.2.

for

Dissemination and communication activities

List only activities directly linked to the project:
Type of dissemination and communication activities

Number

Organisation of a projet meeting 18
Organisation of a workshop 2
Press release 2
Social media 3
Web-site 1
Communication campaign (e.g radio, TV)
Participation to a conference
Participation to a workshop
Participation to an event other than a conference or workshop
Brokerage event
Pitch event 1

See WP 7 description

[insert amount in EUR]
Total funding amount

Type of audience reached
In the context of all dissemination & communication activities
('multiple choices' is possible)
[Scientific Community (higher education, Research)]
[Industry]
[Civil Society]
[General Public]
[Policy makers]
[Medias]
[Investors]
[Customers]

Estimated Number of persons reached

Taking in account the important conference where the projects was
presented a few thousands academic community had been targeted.
16 important Industries are already members of IAB
Local newspaper informed about Hercules in some of the partners local
municipalities
Few journalists are following our accounts.
Investors were present during the start cup competition where Drive Box
solution was presented.
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7.3.

Intellectual property rights resulting from the project

Type of IP Rights

Application reference

[Patent]
[Trademark]
[Registered
design]
[Utility model]
[Other]

[Option for international applications of
patents [insert IP international
organisation code] [insert serial number]]
[Option for national applications of
patents [insert country code (two letters)]
[insert serial number]]
[Option for other registered IPR [insert
application reference country code (two
letters) or organisation code)] [insert alfa
numeric identifier]]

7.4.

for

Date
of
the
applicatio
n
[insert
dd/mm/yy
yy]

Official title
of
the
application

Applicant(s)

[insert title
of
the
application]

[insert beneficiary(ies)
name]

Has the IPR
protection
been
awarded?
[YES]
]

If available, official publication number of award of
protection

[Option for patents [insert code (two letters referring
to a country or organisation)] [insert serial number]]
Option for rest [insert official publication number ]]

Innovation

Does the project include the following activities and if so how many of each?
Activities developed within the project
Prototypes
Testing activities (feasibility/demo)
Clinical trials

Number
0
3
0

Will the project lead to launching one of the following into the market (several possible):
New product (good or service)
New process
New method

[YES]
[NO]
[YES]
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8.

IMPACT ON SME

SME Name

[insert
SME]

name

of

EVI

9.

for

Turnover of the company at the beginning
of the project/most recent accountability
period from the beginning of the project

Number of employees at the beginning of the
project/ most recent accountability period from
the beginning of the project

[insert amount from database (pre-filled if
information is available, otherwise the user
will need to enter the information
manually]
921,065.00

[insert amount from database (pre-filled if
information is available, otherwise the user will
need to enter the information manually]
21

Turnover
of
the
company at the most
recent
accountability
period
[insert amount]

Number of employees at the most
recent accountability period

652,780.00

19

[insert number]

GENDER

Gender of R&D participants7 involved in the project
Beneficiaries

[insert name
beneficiary]
UNIMORE
CTU
ETHZ
EVI
PIT
AGI
MM

of

Number F including third parties (if
appropriate)

Number M including
appropriate)

[insert number]

[insert number]

Total
Including third
parties
(if appropriate)
[insert number]

7

7

6
2

7

1

third

parties

(if

12

Gender dimension in the project
Does the project include a gender dimension in research? No
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10.

for
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ERIKA Enterprise 3 and Linux, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=skIcAkXfNWQ
[Jailhouse] Siemens, Jailhouse hypervisor, https://github.com/siemens/jailhouse
[JailJet1] Evidence Srl, Jailhouse configuration for Jetson TX1,
https://github.com/siemens/jailhouse/blob/master/configs/jetson-tx1.c
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https://github.com/evidence/linux-jailhouse-tx1
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